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In Our 94th Year

Starting things rolling October 26 will be the 4th annual
Homecoming6off-Tournement,
to be played this year on the
6,200-yard Oaks Country Club
course two miles west of the
campus.
Attractive prizes await .the
top several winners in each of
the five flights, determined by
decades in Murray State's
history and during which each
golfer attended the institution.
Tee-off times will be from 11
a.m. to 2 p.m. following a golf
clinic, featuring some of
Murray State's most outstanding players, at 10 a,pi."
That afternoon, Coacb-Solumy
Reagan's baseball team will
play an intersqued game at 1
p.m., any at 4 p.m.

Stubblefield,,To Speak
To Tobac Export Group
LOUISYJLLE
Congressman, Prank A. Stubblefield, the No. 1 ranking
member of the House Committee on Agriculture, will be a
luncheon speaker on October 18,
here at The Ramada Inn to the
Burley and Dark Leaf Tobacco
Export Association, it was
announced today by Holmes
Ellis, of Murray, president of
the export group.
"We are fortunate," said
Ellis,
"to
have
this
distinguished Kentuckian, the
chairman of the House Tobacco
Subcommittee to address our
twenty-fourth annual convention.
"Congressman Stubblefield
has been active in the U.S.
Congress on behalf of the
Tobacco Community since he
was elected to the House in
1958," Ellis said. "The First
District produces, in addition to
burley, western dark fire cured,
as well as one sucker and Green
River tobacco types."
Congressinan
Stubblefield,
Ellis said, has been a leader in
the creation of the Land Between the Lakes-between
Kentucky Lake and Lake
Barkley.
The Congressman said he
began his political career as a
youngster pushing campaign
buttons for Alben Barkley, a
classmate of the elder Stubblefield. At the age of 31,
Stubblefield was Barkley's
Calloway County chairman in a
1938 Senate primary race when
the man who later served as
Vice President to President
Truman defeated A.B.(Happy)
almoner.

WEATHER
FORECAST
Mostly sunny and warm this
afternoon. High in the mid Ms.
Fair and mild tonight, with the
low in the low 60s. Partly
cloudy Wednesday, and a little
warmer and more humid, with
the high in the mid to upper
80s.
Showers Thursday, ending
Friday. Clearing and turning
much cooler Saturday. Lows in
the 50ei Thursday and Friday,
lowering to the 40s Saturday.
Highs in the 805 Thursday, lowering to the kr Saturday.

Rep. nue Stiobialihd
Following his 1933 graduation
with a degree in commerce
from the University of Kentucky, Stubblefield returned to
his Murray home where he
served, with tirneout for Navy
service in World War II, in the
family's retail drug business
until he ran for Congress in 1958
Stubblefield has a reputation
for modesty, and few of his
admirers may know that while
he was a gunnery officer aboard
the Horace Benny he was
wounded on V-E Day May 8,
1945 The Benny, on convoy
duty, was blown apart,
probably by an acoustical mine,
and Stubblefield, then a
lieutenant junior grade, was
rescued in the North Sea by the
British.
He was a member of the
Murray City Council from 193942 and a member of the Kentucky Railroad Commission
from 1951 to 1958 when he
resigned to make a successful
Congressional race against
Noble Gregory, a fellow
Democrat who served in the
Congress for 22 years.
The Congressman is married
to the former Odessa Boaz, of
Mayfield, and they have three
married daughters and five
grandchildren.
Frank B. Snodgrass, of
Bowling Green, is managing
director and vice president of
the avert group, with offices in
Washington. Mrs. Margaret
Adair, of Lexington, is the
secretary-trtasurer.
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Homecoming visitors will see
the 1973-74 basketball Racers in
a practice session In_ _the_
Fieldhouse. An exhibition by
members of the tennis team on
the university's eight new
courts also is planned.
At 5:30 p.m. October 26, the
Student Organization Reunion
will open with a buffet dinner in
Waterfield
the ballroom
Student Union Building. The
featured speaker will be Dr.
Cecil Gentry, Miami, Fla., a
member of the Class of 1937 and
president of the first Student
Council. Dr. Gentry is director
of the National Hurricane
Research Laboratory at Miami.
At 6:30 p.m., Friday, Oct. 26,
the Agriculture Alumni Club
will have its traditional dinner
meeting in the dining room of
the Thoroughbred Snack Bar 'in
the Student Union Building,
during which the next Outstanding Agriculture Alumnus
of the Year will be named.
vice
Magness,
Charles
president of the Jackson Purchase Credit Association,
Mayfield, received the honor in
1972.
reception, honoring
A
Murray's first band, also is
scheduled for Friday. Planned
for 7:30 p.m., it will be held in
the Fine Arts Building and will
highlight a free concert by the
Phi Mu Alpha stage band.
Saturday's activities will
start with a score or more
sorority, fraternity
and
organizational breakfasts,
coffee-and-roll reunions and
get-togethers.
Al 9:30 a.m., the colorful
Homecoming parade will begin
to wind its way through
downtown Murray behind the
155-piece Marching Thoroughbred band The theme of this
year's parade is "Progress in
The New Era."
Also Saturday morning,
Murray State's only undefeated
football team-the 1933 teamwill gather at 9 a.m. in the
Racer Room of Stewart
Stadium for a reunion before
being honored at halftime of the
(See Homecoming,Page 12)

Housden Is
Sentenced In
Circuit Court

AWARDS PRESENTED AT OPTIMIST BANQUET-Dan Boaz, right, presented a certificate of
appreciation to Dr. Constantine Curtis and a plaque to outgoing president James Fain at the Optimist
Oub banquet held at lEesdake last night. Curtis was the featured speaker for the banquet and he
discussed the growth poaeolliifor Murray State University and Western Kentucky.

Fierce Battles Rage Today As
Fourth Mideast War Continues
By THE ASSOCIATED 111Eall
Israeli Phantom jai" aworad
over the front lines ant Mew*
targets in Damascus and centir
Syrian points today as ground
battles raged along the Suez
Canal and Golan Heights.
The Lebanese Defense MinLstery reported Israeli jets struck
an army radar station as Barouk Mountain 18 miles mit of
Beirut and there were reports
of Israeli armor crossing into
noncombatant Lebanon in what
could be a major escalation of
the four-day-old war.
The Israelis also claimed hitting military airfields deep inside Eevet.
Egypt said that on the gr
Its tanks were pushing
Lsraeli armor in the Sinai and
had stabbed nine miles into the
desert captured by Israel in the
1967 war.
A Syrian communique said
the Israeli jets hit civilian targets in the capital of Damascus
and on the outskirts of Horns,
90 miles to the north.
'This aggression caused

sone civilian casualties," the en ambulances carried away
the dead and wounded.
communique said.
A house about half a mile
The United Nations headquarters in Jerusalem said a Nor- away also was hit, Antar rewegian air force captain work- ported.
Kuwait, the rich oil-producing
ing as a U.N. military observer
was killed in his home along sheikdom on the Persian Gulf,
with his wife and young daugh- said its forces were mobilized
ter during the Damascus "to do whatever is necessary"
strikes.
to help Egypt and Syria against
Israeli officials in Tel Aviv Israel. The Kuwaiti government
said their jets in Syria were said Oil Minister Abdul Rahhitting military headquarters man Salem el-Atiki also proand radar sites. The raids were posed an urgent conference of
in direct retaliation for Syrian Arab oil nations to debate the
missile attacks on civilian set- role of their oil riches in the
tlements in Israel, they war. ,
Soviet Communist party leadclaimed. An Israeli military
spokesman said the Phantom er Leonid I. Brezhnev said in a
pilots reported "very good message to President Houari
Boumedierine that "Syria and
hits."
Syria threatened retaliation Egypt must not stand alone in
for the raid on Damascus and their battle with the perfidious
Tel Aviv residents were warned enemy."
The message, released today
by loudspeaker trucks to
double-check blackout meas- by the Algerian press service,
ures and also recheck their air made no mention of Soviet inraid shelters.
tervention in the conflime2 It
Associated Press correspond- urged Algeria and other nations
ent Elias Antar reported from to aid the Arabs and said MosDamascus that the three Israeli cow was giving "aid and supraiders scored direct hits on, port in many forms."
the Defense Ministry and the
Syrian broadcasting headquarters across the street. He said Mother and Baby Care
the noontime strikes inflicted
heavy damage on both build- Course To Be Offered
ings
and more than half a dozmetal 'clothes hanger on the
The Red Cross Expectant
wall about four feet above the
Parents Classes will be offered
floor.
by the Department of Nursing
"I really don't know what
at Murray State University.
Scott was trying to do, but the
Faculty member, Mrs. Linda
sheet was around his neck and
Clark, will conduct the course.
he was slumped there," Cowan
Classes will begin on October
said.
22, 1973 in Room 206 of the
A medical aide who found
Boy Scout Troop 77 will Nursing Building, from 7:00 to
Scott in the cell told him to
stand up. Cowan said, and Scott conduct its annual newspaper 9:00 p.m.
Topics to be discussed will
drive on Saturday, October 13,
did so.
preparation
for
He was taken to a hospital only, according to Senior Patrol include
hospitalization, childbirth, and
and examined, then returned to Leader Bryan Warner.
Persons with newspapers infant care.
the prison and placed in the
The course is open to both
should phone 753-38244nd leave
isolated cell.
Sloan remained in the four- their name and address. The husband and wife and there will
Scouts will be picking up the be no charge for the course. The
cell complex.
Both men ate checked by of- newspapers starting Saturday course covers 12 hours and will
meet two hours per night for six
ficers frequently during the day morning.
Warner urges all the citizens consecutive Monday nights.
and hourly at night under the
in
interested
Persons
security rules Cowan an- of Murray to assist Troop 77 in
this community service and enrolling in the course should
nounced.
The men must be handcuffed conservation exercise. He said contact the Department of
State
Murray
before the doors are opened in this way persons can help Nursing,
when being moved from their save and conserve the natural University, at 762-2193. The
cells, and must be placed in leg resources, newspapers only; ntr --total number to be admitted to
chains as soon as the doers are magazines, will be collected, the class is limited to 15 couples
or mothers.
Warner said.
opened.

One Of Prisoners Charged In
Slayings Attempts Suicide
EDDYVILLE, Ky. (AP) One of two prisoners charged
with six slayings in Kentucky
last week has been moved to an
isolated cell after he apparently
tried to hang himself at the
Kentucky State Penitentiary,
officials say.
Wilmer E. Scott, 36, of Chattanooga, Tenn., is being kept in
a cell far from other prisoners,
with only a bed, mattress, blanket and a commode, prison
Supt. Henry Cowan said Monday
Scott and William Sloan, 24,
of Louisville, were placed in
separate cells in a four-cell
complex, with special security
rules, after both were charged
with three killings at Lexington
and three at Falmouth following their escape from the federal building at Lexington.
Scott was found slumped in
his cell Sunday night, Cowan
said, with a bedsheet tied
around his neck and around a
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Action-Packed Weekend Set
For University's Homecoming
Murray State University's
1973 Homecoming is set for
-October 26:27 with &Fe-fit-the
most action-packed weekends
ever planned for alumni, former students and friends of the
university coming to the
campus for the festivities.
In addition to Saturday's
traditional Homecoming
parade through downtown
Murray and the big football
game between the Murray
Racers and Eastern Kentucky's
Colonels in big, new Roy
Stewart Stadium, this year's
program also features a reunion
Student
first
the
of
Organization, a get-together of
the first band members, a wide
variety of sports activities and
an Ike and Tina Turner concert.

One Section

!"..........

Boy Scout Troop
Plans Newspaper
Drive Saturday

After pleading guilty to an
amended charge of voluntary
manslaughter, Charles
Housden received a sentence of
12 years in prison this morning
in Calloway Circuit Court.
In accepting the plea, Circuit
Judge James Lassiter said it is
"my only hope that when you
have paid the penalty you will
have been rehabilitated and will
respect the law and your
family."
The amended plea was
recommended
by
Commonwealth Attorney Boyce
Clayton, who compared the
case to another recently tried in
Circuit Court. Clayton said that
the circumstances, that of two
men in an argument • over a
female companion, Were
-comparable to one tried in a
previous term of Calloway
Circuit Court.

Special Clinic
For Children
Will Be Held
Dr. Charles L. Shedd and his
staff of the Reading Research
Foundation, Lafayette, La., will
hold a Diagnostic Clinic for
children with learning
disabilities at the First United
Methodist Church, Mayfield,
starting Friday,October 12, and
continuing through Monday,
October 15.
Parents of children with
learning disability are urged to
hear Dr. Shedd speak on "How
Sugar and Carbohydrates
Effect the Learning Disability
of an Individual, on Friday at
7:30 p.m. at the church, according to Katertne C. Cole and
Dorothy Williamson, cochairmen of the Mayfield
Graves County Association for
Specific Perceptual Motor
Disability.
The co-chairman, said Dr.
Shedd is the top educator in the
world in the field of learning
disabilities, and is director of
over 320 program in the United
States. Forty-eight of the
programs and schools are
operated in the state of Kentucky by professional educators
using professionals as tutors
for these students.

Murray Policemen
Complete Training
Four Murray policemen were
among 43 who completed the
28th basic training course
conducted by the Kentucky Lew
Enforcement Council
at
Eastern Kentucky University.
Certificates were presented to
William V. Allen, Jimmy D.
Armstrong, Robert L. Elkins,
and James T. Hughes, Murray
policemen, for successful
completion of the ten-week
course.
Completion of the course
meets
initial
training
requirement under the 15 per
cent pay incentive bill recently
enacted by the
General
Assembly.

Clayton then recommended a
sentence of 12 years, which was
the sentence imposed by the
jury of the previous case.
Judge Lassiter accepted the
plea, and the recommended
sentence, subject to the parole
laws of the state.
In recommending the sentence of 12 years, Clayton said
that he had talked with the
victim's family and law enforcement officials who investigated the case.
Housden was originally indicted on a charge of murder in
connection with the shooting of
Bobby Dale Rose on July 24,
1973. The amended charge of
voluntary
manslaughter
carried a maximum penalty of
21 years, according to Judge
Lassiter. The.shooting allegedly
occurred at the mobile home of
Dorothy Lamb, at about 12:50
a.m. July 24.
Lassiter discharged the jury
for the September term of
Circuit Court. The case this
morning was the last for this
term.

Author Children's
Books To Speak At
The Public Library
Robert Burch, author of
several populer-ehildren's
books will speak to all 6th
grade students, Thursday,
October 11, at 1:30 p.m. at the
Calloway County
Public
thrary.
Burch who lives in Fayette
County, Georgia, writes most of
his books 'from boyhood
memories with the settings
taking place in the deep South.
Before he began writing for
young people, he traveled in
many parts
of the world.
During his eight years in New
York City he began his writing
career with "A Funny Place To
Live" an imaginative story of
youngsters who can actually
talk with the forest animals.
Since 1962, the author has
written such books as "Queenie
Peavy," "Renfroe's Christmas," and "Joey's Cat," for
which he was named "Georgia
Author of the Year."
After his talk about his
writings and some of his experiences, Burch will autograph
books which will be on sale at
the library. There will be some
paperback copies as well as
hardbound ones available. They
will include "Doodle And The
Go-Cart," "Skinny, Tyler,
Wilken and Skee," and the
books mentioned above. "Any
students who wish to buy
autographed books should make
arrangemnts to stay later than
2:20," a library spokesman
said.
"We are so pleased to have
the honor of presenting Mr.
Burch in our area and we
believe all who meet him will
thoroughly enjoy him and his
books even more," said
Margaret Tre-va titan
Librarian.
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Outgoing Lt. Governor Larry Mayfield, right, congratailaies saw Murray Optimist Club officers,
left to right,Pete Whaley, vice president, Dave Howell,vkik pniikatand Dan Boaz,president.

•
ill received a kiss from his wife after he was
named Optimist of the Yearfor the Murray Optimist Club at the
banquet kid last night.

Jamie Washer was named Rookie of the Year at the annual avower bisaquet held by the Murray
Optimist club last night at Kenlake. Larry Mayfield,right, made the presentation while Nip. Washer
Photos by Wilson Woolley
watched from the left.
44
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Department Has Salad Supper At The Club House
field, on the special project of meetings this year.
Hostesses for the meeting
marking the homes in the city
for special identification in case were Mrs. Durwood Beatty,
Mrs. James Martin, Mrs.
of fires.
The department voted to Homer Miller, and Mrs. Arlie
continue to have the birthday Scott.
Mrs. Arlie Scott and Mrs. parties for stkidents in the
Consumption Facts
Harold Beaman were in charge Special Education class at the Fat
1" S. government figures on
of the program entitled "Know Murray City Schools will Mrs.,
food consumption show that
Your Thetas." Each one had Neil Brown as chairman.
in the past 10 years Is period
made a poster about her family
Mrs. Martin reported on the of increas
ed incidence of
so that the other members committee studying the
blind heart disease , the amount of
would get to know each other corners on streets in
Murray animal fats eaten by Ameribetter.
which may cense, traffic ac- cans has gone
down 11 perThe department chairman, cidents. Mrs. Homer
Miller cent while consumption of
Mrs. James C. Martin, presided discussed the progra
ms to be vegetable, oils and fats has
and welcomed a new member, presented .at the
gone up 17 percent.
Theta
Mrs. Robert Hendon. Mrs. Z.C.
Enix, secretary, read the
minutes and called the roll and
Mrs. Charles Hale, treasurer,
urged all members to pay their
dues by October.
Reports were given by Mrs.
rellQ
Castle Parker on the collection
.UUtr.S. Browen Ski Team- Dratof S & H Green stamps toward
During the non-Snow off season the U S Women's
Alpine Ski
the purchase of a kidney
Team members go on the "Ski Team" diet to lose
Dr. Betty Hinton
20 pounds in two
machine, by Mrs. Rudolph
weeks. That's right - 20 pounds in 14 days(
The basis of the diet
Howard on the contests for
is chemical food action and was devised
by a famous Colorado
Bridge Winners At Oaks
October 6, by Miss Beth Broach
physician especially for the U.S. Ski Team.
Normal energy is main
on projects for the year, by Mrs.
tamed (very important!) while reducing You keep
Country Club Announced Roy Starks on the hearing starvati
"full" - iso
on - because the diet is designed that
way It's 3 dret that
project and Mrs. Ray Brownis easy to follow whether you work,
travel or stay at home (Not the
Winners for Bridge at the
grapefruit diet!)
ladies day at the Oaks Country
VISIT IN OWENSBORO
This is, honestly, a fantastically successful diet
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Speight
If it weyen't, the
Club on Wednesday, October 13,
U S Women's Ski Team wouldn't be permitte
spent the weekend with their
d to use al Right)
have been announced.
So, give yourself the same.
son and family, Mr. and Mrs.
tfrejot tire U S. Ski Team gets Lose
Charlotte Sturm was high for
weight the scientific, proven way Even it you've
Jerry Speight and sons, Joyd
tried all the other
the day while Kathryn Outland
diets you owe it to yourself to try the U S
and Jeremy, of Owensboro.
Women's Ski Team
had low for the day.
Diet That is, it you really do want to lose 20 pounds
While there Mrs. Speight of
in two weeks
Order today Tear this out as a reminder
The women will play again on Murray was honored with a
Send only $2.0012.25 for Rush Service) cash
Wednesday, October 10, at nine surprise birthday dinner by her
is 0 K to
NOR•CAL Products, P0 Box 894, Cupertino,
a.m, at the club with Charlotte son and family. Jerry Speight Ia
CA 95014 Don't
order
unless
you want to lose 20 pound: in two weeks
Sturm, phone 753-5278, as head of the fine arts department
, Because
that's what the Ski Team Diet will do.
at Brecia College, Owensboro.
hostess.
G1972

Dr. Betty Hinton Speaker At Meeting Of Zeta Department
Dr. Betty Hinton was the
guest speaker at the meeting of
the Zeta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club held on
Thursday,September 27, at 7:30
p.m at the club house.
The speaker spoke on "Your_
Horoscope" at the meeting. She
is a staff member of the
American Astrological Society
and a charter member of the
Kentucky
Academy
of
Astrology.
Mrs. Purdom
Outland,
department chairman, presided
at the meeting. The departmeat
had donated one hundred'
dollars to the Mental Health
AmMeiation here.

It was announced that the
Zeta Department will be in
charge of the Student Essay
contest. The contests will be for
grades six to eight and grades
nine to twelve.
Mrs. Ruth
Blackwood,
finance chairman, announced
that an auction will be held at
the
regular
department
meeting
on
Thursday,
November 29, at the club house.
Appointed as Zeta contest
chairman for the year was Mrs.
Otis Erwin.
Hostesses for the social hour
Were Mrs. W. Edward Watson,
Mrs. Buist Scott, Mrs. John
Pasco, Mrs, Franklin Fitch, and
Mrs. Purdom Outland.

When you want something other than pals to am-jangle
your
ners es, Glamour Magazine's Beauty Editor suggests you
try this
Yoga exercise. It's a natural way to get rid of tension
and relax.
A. Stand with heels a few inches apart and slowly
raise arms int
front of you keeping elbows straight.
B. Bring arms around behind you— as if you were doing
the
breast stroke. When arms won't go back any farther, clasp
hands'
by lowering arms slightly or beading elbows. Straighten arms
and
raise as high as possible with hands clasped.
C. Bend body slowly Pack at waist, keeping knees straight
. Let
bead drop back. Hold for five seconds.
D. Now slowly bend forward and down,trying to get forehea
d as
close to knees as possible, extending arms forward over bead.
Hold tep seemed. Repeat.

The Theta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club opened
the new club year with a salad
supper on Monday, September
24, at 6:30 p.m. at the club
house.

LOSE 20 POUNDS
IN TWO WEEKS!
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School
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president.
Each per
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Secretary;
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By Abigail Van Buren
Ttliame-11. V. News sows, tor
DEAR ABBY. Would you please write something in
your column about overly affectionate fathers who encourage intimate body contact fall in the spirit of playfulness)
with their teen-age daughters!
This horseplay between my son in law and his 13-yearold daughter Involves a lot of wrestling and touching, but I
was shocked when I saw them rolling around on the bed fin
the parents' bedroom) while my daughter was busy putting
on her make-up in the adjoining bathroom.
Abby, this grandchild is just coming into young womanhood, and it's possible for her to become sexually stimulated and aroused by this sort of thing. Soon enough she will
be faced with sex play with her peers, which is normal and
natural, but such teasing from her father worries me.
I don't want to hurt my daughter by even suggesting
that her husband keep his hands off his daughter. She
might even be offended.
Frankly, I am ashamed to be writing this letter. I don't
think I'm evil-minded, and I'm no prude, but perhaps my
son in law will see it and take the hint. If you think I am
wrong, please say so. I'll be able to take that, too.
WORRIED GRANNY
DEAR WORRIED: Touching and hugging is a normal
healthy expression of &Beetles' between fathers and daughters. But you make a good point. Teen-age girls should be
taught that their bodies are "private," and not to be manhandled by anyone—fathers included. And fathers should
refrain from intimate horseplay with their budding young
daughters. As revolting as the idea may be to some, it's
possible for parents and children to be turned on sexually
by each other, so intelligent restraint should be exercised.
DEAR ABBY: To "Camille," who wrote to you of her
involvement in remembering lonely patients in a nursing
home, and to your fervent hope that the idea "will catch
on."
I can add to the story by telling you that in Columbus,
Ohio, there is a "Remembered Patient Program" of
15
years standing in one of our hospitals for mental patients
.
People in the community remember the more than
500
patients who have no families or friends by sending cards
and or gifts thruout the year on birthdays and other occasions. Some send money that is deposited to the patients
'
accounts and that enables them to purchase their
own
items in the patient commissary.
It is a beautiful sight for the three of us who work on
the committee and for the dedicated staff employed
by the
hospital, to see the birthday cakes and gifts that
are delivered by these concerned "friends"; at Christmastime
the
delivery trucks from local department stores make
daily
deliveries, bringing gifts to patients who might
otherwise
be forgotten.
If yoaknow of any who would be interested in this kind
of program, we will be happy to provide material.
THE REMEMBERED PATIENT COMMITTEE,
Mel Basch, Helen Bennett & Verna Bowyer
CONFIDENTIAL TO A. IN PHOENIX: Don't look back.
There's not • man alive who couldn't retire comfort
ably in
Ms old age if he could sell his experience for
what it cost
aim.
C 1,73

Several persons from the
College Young Peoples Group of
the Memorial Baptist Church
enjoyed
an After Church
Fellowship at the new home of
Mr. and Mrs. Len Elzie on
Sunday, September 7:i
About twenty students
arrived at the home in Meadow
Green Subdivision where
unusual refreshments in flower
pots (ice cream and ground
cookies) with beautiful artificial flowers were served.
The Elzie'd daughter, Allison,

greeted the group. Mr. and
Mrs. Elate teach Sunday School
in the college department.
Fellowship for Sunday night
after church on September 30,
was at the home of the pastor,
Rev. Jerrell White and Mrs.
White.
Add minced fresh mint leaves
to Hollandaise sauce and serve
with sliced cold Iamb. The meat
should be at morn temperature
when it is served.
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'DAY OF THE 1ACKAL"P

"NEPTUNE FACTO

Starts WEDNESDAY!
EXPERIMENT
141111) 'cohc`

HIEWAY
cir11FF-11C
..„
Open 6:45-Start 7.1

Where we dump

Our

human garbage!
AMENS—.

THIMINAI
—IMAM)
whore survival is a day to da,
proposibont
METROGROR R
0.101101 AMAIS MEIN

Ru

PREINVENTORY-".

S
A
L
To Clear Our Stock

104 S.

Tuesi
1

Before We Take
Inventory - Oct. 31 We Have Reduced
Prices On Selected
Piece's Thru-Out
The Whole Store.
Reductions of
20 - 30 - 40 And
Even 50%

Problems, You'Veel better if you
get It off your chest.
For a personal reply, write to ABBY:
Box No. 11/701, L.
—
Calif. IMMO. Enclose stamped,
self-addressed eavelope.
please.
For Abby's new booklet. "What Teen-Agers
Wald to
[mow," seed $I to Abigail Van Buren. 132 Lasky
Dr.. Beverly BM, Cal. 110212.

YOU CAN TRADE-IN-TOO!!!

EVERYTHING YOU ALWAYS
WANTED TO KNOW ABOUT
CAVE WOMEN BUT
WERE AFRAID TO ASK!
OR

la.•••••••.• Roomsco*
00.11.0110~111
.

FREE
DELIVERY
STARRING SENTA BERGER AND SEVEN BAWDY CAVE MEN

gudor-d- • - *

* 90 DAYS SAME ASCASH—
PAYMENTS TO 24 MONTHS—
* WE CARRY YOUR ACCOUNT
SOUTHS1DE OF SQUARE
PAYMAATIOU
L PRAYSMTOERNET.OR
—MAYFIELD—
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,
-41
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Golden Circle Class
Has Monthly Meet
At The Hina Home

eeting
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Colson-Peal Vows To Be Read
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Rub grass stains with glycerin
and let stand for 30 minutes before washing the garment. Wash
and rinse in the usual way and
the grass stains will be gone.
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Bridge Club Plans Meet
The Murray Open Duplicate
Bridge Club met Wednesday,
night, October 3, and the high
score went to the Wally Swans,
2nd high to Sam Posey and her
partner, Gloria Cunningham,
and 3rd high to the Max Car-

Themday, October
Cordelia Erwin Circle of
Baptist South Pleasant Grove United
River
Blood
Associational WMU will have a
mission study institute at
Cherry Corner Baptist Church
at seven p.m.
Murray Branch of AAUW-WW
meet at the home of Mrs. James
Harmon, 1214 Dogwood Drive,
p.m.
at 7:30
_
_

Methodist Church will meet at
the church at 7:30 p.m.
Mason's Chapel United
Methodist Church Women will
meet at the church at seven
P.m.
Murray

Open

Duplicate

Club will meet with Mrs. Jane
Blair at seven p.m.

Calloway County Council on
Drug Education will meet at the
home of Willard Ails, 1610
Keenland Drive, at seven p.m.

Miss Rita Joyce Colson
Mr. and Mrs. Calvert Colson of Almo Route One announce the
approaching marriage of their daughter, Rita Joyce, to Stephen
Glenn Peal, son of Mr. and Mrs. William Peal of Sedalia Route
One.
The bride-elect is a 1972 graduate of Calloway County High
School and is now employed at Boone Laundry and Cleaners.
• Mr. Peal is a 1972 graduate of Sedalia High School and is now
employed at Northside IGA Store in Murray.
The wedding vows will be read on Monday,October 22, at seventhirty o'clock in the evening at the Lynnville Pentecostal Church
of God with Rev. Dave Morgan reading the double ring ceremony.
All friends and relatives are invited to attend the wedding and
the reception to follow the ceremony.

Murray Star Chapter No. 433
Order of the Eastern Star will
have an installation of new
officers at the meeting at the
Masonic Hall at 7:30 p.m.
Group IV of the First
Christian Church CWF will
meet with Mrs. Joe Crass, 501
Beale, at 7:30 p.m. with Miss
Rebecca Dublin in charge of the
program.
Murray TOPS Club will meet
at the Health Center at seven
p.m
Church History Series will be
held at Gleason Hall, St. Leo's
Catholic Church, at 7:30 pant

v Parties
v Birthdays

Rudy's Restaurant
Phone 753-1632

104 S. 5th

Tuesday. Wednesday .Thursday

DRYCLEANDIG
SPECIALS!
Specials Good Oct 9, 10, 11

PANTS
SLACKS
SKIRTSPlain
ANY 3 FOR
141

TS
SHIR
Laundered
to Perfection
NO LIMIT!

each
on
hangers

•
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MRS. FAROUK UMAR of the Calloway Homemakers Clubs
holds an item from the many hundreds that were on sale at the
Flea Market held by the Calloway County Homemakers Clubs on
Friday. Others in the background are persons'browsing through
the many articles sold at the market at the American Legion Hall.
(Staff Photo by David Hill

The Club'welcomes anyone
interested in playing duplicate
bridge at the meeting each
Wednesday night at 7:00 p.m. at
Gleason Hall at the corner of
Payne and N. 12th St. Persons
may1ng their own partner, or
come 1ngly and be paired at the
meet.

One HOUR
DRY cLeaneRs
Center
Central Shopping

Open 7 a.m.-6 p.m. Monday-Sat
Phone 753-9084

Mrs. Mary Hendricks, formerly of the Backusburg
community in
northwest
Calloway County, will observe
her 99th birthday on Thursday,
October 11.
Friends may send her cards
and letters at the Westview
Nursing Home, Murray, where
she has been a patient for
sometime.
Mrs. Hendricks is a member
of the Mt. Ajobron United
Methodist Church where she
was an active member and
Sunday School teacher until her
health declined.
Her husband,Tom Hendricks,
died in April 1933. Mrs. Hendricks does not have any
children. She was the former
Mary Smith.
Local nephews and nieces are
Guy Smith, Udell Smith. Homer
Barzell, Howard Bazzell, Mrs.
Christine Garland, Mrs. Mabel
Fuqua, Mrs. Ruth Flood, and
Mrs. Myrtle Eddings.

Elizabeth Finger
Will Be Missionary
For The Methodists

The kick-off breakfast for the
General Fund Campaign for the
Murray Girl Scouts will be at
the Holiday Inn at 7:30 p.m. for
all fund drive workers and Girl
Scout officials.

THEE BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Thee of
Greensboro, N.C., announce the
birth of a baby boy, Evan Edward, weighing seven pounds
2/
2 ounces, born on Thursday,
1
October 4, at a hospital there.
The new father teaches at the
University of North Carolina
and the new mother at the
Gibsonville High School at
Greensboro.
Grandparents are Mr. and ti
Mrs. Milton E. Thee of Paducah 11
and Mr. and Mrs. Chester
Yarbrough of Murray. Great .11
grandparents are Mrs. Lester
L. Fellows of Paducah and
Henry T. Morris of Paris, Tenn. le.4
•en

Ladies day golf and bridge
will be at Oaks Country Club at
rune

Ladies day luncheon win be
served at noon at Murray
Country Club with Mrs. Max
Brandon as chairman of the
hostesses, Mesdames Ed M.
West, Jack R. Kennedy,
Howard B. Koenen, Harry L.
McGurk, J E. McCage, E.B.
Howton, George Ed Overbey,
Wells Overbey, James W.
Payne,
Parker, James R.
John J. Roach, Wells Purdom,
Jr. Bridge will be at nine a.m.
with Mrs. Philip Mitchell and
Mrs. Beck Wilson as hostesses.
Thursday, October 11
Currkloerland Presbyterian
Women of
North Pleasant
Grove Church will meet at
seven p.m. with Mrs. Paul
Cunningham.

Murray State Dames Club
will meet in the SUB at seven
p.m

se-

Mena.

Club will meet at seven
Progressive Homemakers Bridge
p.m. at Gleason Hall.

1.11111•11

FP-

4

Murray Open Duplicate
IP LEDGER &
IRAY
..."n
fl
7

7or and about

The Golden Circle Sunday
School Class of the Memorial
Baptist Church held its monthly
meeting on Monday, September
24, at 7:30 p.m. at the home of
Mrs. Judy Hina, class
president.
Each person was presented a
colored leaf for a name tag by
Miss Joy Hine, daughter of Mrs.
Hina.
New officers elected for the
coming year. were as follows:
Mrs. Connie White, president;
Mrs. thrida Rogers, vicepresident; Mrs. Gayle Adams,
secretary; Mrs. Anisa Mahfoud, assistant secretary; Mrs.
Mary Ann Carter, Publicity;
Mrs. June Cottrell, treasurer;
Mrs. Mary Smith and Mrs.
Barbara ailcutt, food committee; Mrs. Candy Jenkins,
chairman of gtoup captains.
, Mrs. Norma Bone was
welcomed as a new teacher and
was a special guest. A hayride
is being planned for October.
Mrs. Joanne Simmons is
associate teacher.
Those present were Norma
Bone, Joanne Simmons, Linda
Murdock,Candy Jenkins, Gayle
Adams, Anise Mahfoud, Sarah
Duncan, Sue Wynn, Linda
Rogers, Connie White and Judy
Hina.
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r that
period
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Contemporary Homemakers
Club will meet with Mrs. Danny
Cunningham at one p.m.

MRs ,a1,‘IN LSRLY checks the money received in the sales of
the flea market at the American Legion Hall and the four bake
sales held at other points in Murray by the Calloway County
Homemakers Clubs on Friday. Mrs. Charles Harrington on her
left looks on. The clubs had sales of $448.90 less $30 for expenses
from the financial project cm Friday which will be used for
transportation for a bus to take one member from each club to the
state meeting in March at Lexington. The chairmen of the
projects, Mrs. Gedric Paschall, Mrs. Guy Cunningham, Mrs.
Joseph Hendon, and Mrs. Usrey expressed thanks for the public
support of the flea market and bake sales. Twenty-three clubs
took part in the project.
(Staff Photo by David HUD

WATER WEIGHT
PROBLEM?
us'

E-LIM
Excess water in the body can
be uncomfortable. E.-UM will
help you lose excess water
weight: We at HOLLAND
DRUGSTORE recommend it.

Only $1.50

The Martin's Chapel United
Methodist Church Women will
meet at the church at seven
p.m. with Mrs. Irene Lawrence
as hostess and Mrs. Ralph
Robertson in charge of the
program. Mrs. Clifton Harrell
will speak on her-trip to
Holy Land.
Morning Circles of the First
United Methodist Church
Women will meet at 9:30 a.m. as
follows: Alice Waters with Mrs.
O.C. McLernore, 101. Hickory
Drive, Bessie Tucker, with Mrs.
Frank Kane, 1617 Keenland,
and Maryleona Frost atNthe
church to go to Kenlake
MSU Dames Club will meet in
the SUB at seven p.m.
Wednesday, October 10
First Baptist Church WMU
will hold a general meeting at
the church at five p.m.

Dorcas Sunday School Class
of First Baptist Church will
have a fellowship supper at the
Elizabeth Ellen Finger, church at six p.m.
daughter of Bishop and Mrs. H.
Ellis Finger, Jr., is among 28
Evening circles of the First
young men and womenn who United Methodist Church will
will begin this fall two years of meet at 7:30 p.m. as follows:
home Hannah with Mrs. Harold
United
Methodist
missionary service in the U.S. Eversmeyer, 820 North 19th
and the Virgin Islands.
Street, Ruth Wilson with Mrs.
Miss Finger is scheduled to Maurice
1213
Ryan,
serve in the Greenville Urban Dogwood, and Wesleyan with
Ministry, Greenville, S.C.
Mrs. Nat Beal, 303 South 8th
Like their predecessors since Street.
1951, the new workers are
New Concord Homemakers
known as US-2s, because their
term of service will be two Club will meet with Mrs. W
years and will be in the field of McCuiston at one p.m.
national missions. They will
Grove
Pleasant
South
under the National
serve
Club will meet
Homemakers
Global
of
Division of the Board
with Mrs. Garland Hutson at
Ministries. The US-2s, were
one p.m.
the
at
August
in
commissioned
end of a trailing program at
Pacers Homemakers Club
St. Paul School of Theology,
will meet with Mrs. Wilma
Kansas City, Mo.
Beatty at 9:30 a.m.
Their varied settings for
mission service include urban
Bicycle Interest Group of
ministries, mission schools, MSU Women's Society will
community centers, church-and meet at the home of Mrs. Betty
community ministries, mission Hassell,502 South 16th Street, at
hospitals and clinics, and 10:30 a.m. Each one is to bring a
campus ministries. Most of the sack lunch.
group are 1973 college
graduates. They represent 16
The Arts and Crafts Club will
states from Massachusetts to meet at the home of Mrs.
California.
Ronald Churchill, 1507 Cardinal
Miss Finger attended Ohio Drive, at 2:30 p.m.
at
University
Wesleyan
South Murray Homemakers
Delaware and was graduated
this spring with a B.A. degree Club will meet with Mrs. Robbie
Witherspoon, South 6th Street.
in Journalism.
While in college she was a at 10:30 a.m.
member of Mortar Board and
Pottertown Homemakers
of the university newspaper
staff, a university radio Club will meet at the Holiday
reporter and a writer for the Inn at ten a.m.
university public relations
Harris Grove Homemakers
office. She has spent a year of
study in Germany,and has been Club will meet with Mrs. Clifton
a cowmen, for children at an Lee Jones at one p.m.
ecumenical day-camp in
Locust Grove UWMS of
Dahldnega, Ga. She is a
member of West End, UMC, Nazarene Church is scheduled
to meet at 7:30 p.m
Memphis, Tenn
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LITTLETON'S
Store Hours: 9:30-5:30
9:30-6:00 Fridays

Murray, Ky.
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By Hal Boyle

According To Boyle

The history of the past decade,. Pidtip 'H. Abelson,
president of the Carnegie Institute, is Quoted in The Wall Street
Journal as saying'f—has been marked especially with increased
federal involvement in almost every facet of our lives. There are
special dangers to society in the patterns that have been
developing both in support of research and in support of higher
education. Shortly after World War II when the government
began to support fundamental research many voices of warning
were raised. The dangers of government control and interference
were pointed out. Initially the granting agencies and Congress
were extremely careful to avoid centralized control. Today it is
becoming increasingly clear that the man who pays the fiddler
calls the tune. Those who staff the granting agencies are sympathetic to the needs of scientists, but the power to make policy
lies with the politicians, who are increasingly exerting their
authority."
+ + ++
According to the Tax Foundation, Inc., Americans need 23
minutes of their eight-hour workday to meet their medical care
expenses. It takes 58 minutes for food and beverages, one hour for
housing and household operations and 18 minutes for recreation.
+ ++ +
"Despite all the events of the past 50 years, the investor-owned
utilities are doing a good job in stfpplying over 80 percent of the
electricity used in this country. They will continue to do a good job
if not strangled by unwise regulation." — Mr. E.M. Naughton,
Chairman of the Board, Utah Power & Light Company.
++ ++
The Arizona Farm Bureau Federation notes, "There will be no
government set-aside of land in 1974 for feed grains, soybeans,
wheat and cotton, thus freeing approximately 19 million additional acres for crops in 1974, Agriculture Secretary Earl L.
Butz r has) announced....'Farmers will be free to go all-out to
producejeed grains, soybeans, wheat and cotton next year, and
can make those plans now,' the secretary assured. Adequate fuel:
to harvest and dry this year's farm production is also pledged by
the Energy Policy Office."
+ + +

"Since I have been here lin Congress), everything I have seen
the government do ( concerning energy) had tended to reduce
the production of energy. I would like to see us shift gears.. Until
now,our country has been fiddling while it has been running out of
fuel to burn. The demands have not been met. Much of the blame
for the energy crisis rests upon government.--Senator Henry
Bellmon, Oklahoma.
+ + + +
News for bicyclists come from the National Association of
Manufacturers: "A new reflective tire will be available...)soon)
for bicyclists. The tire will feature a highly reflective sidewall
which can be seep clearly up to 500 yards away,and is expected to
increase the safety of the 85 million bike riders. When the auto's
headlight beams hit the sidewalls, the two big bright circles tell
the driver immediately it's a bicycle. During daylight hours the
tire looks like a regular whitewall."
++++
"I am here to tell you that the system under which the railroads
of this country operate has gone awry. It has become hellishly
unworkable, a dismal failure that has made a shambles of our
national railroad system." — Mr. Louis W. Menk, Chairman of
the Board, Burlington Northern Inc.
++++
"Any coward can fight a battle when he's sure of winning; but
give me the man who has pluck to fight when he's sure of losing.
That's my way, sir; and there are many victories worse than a
defeat." — Marian Evans Cross ("George Eliot").

Work is well underway on the new sewerage
system in Hazel and the large eight inch line
amounting to 18,000 feet is expected to be completed
this week.
Danny Kemp will represent the Calloway County
Farm Bureau at the District I Talk Meet at Kentucky Dam Village on October 11.
Miss Linda Marine, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Men-itt Marine, and Miss Janice Cherry, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Cherry, both of Murray, have
been elected cheerleaders at Murray State College.
The marriage of Mrs. Velda McKenzie and Boyd
Linn was solemnized on October 4.

....
s:
::Twenty Years Ago Today
*:,
:-`

Verne Kyle, acting superintendent of the Murray
Manufacturing Company, has been named as
superintendent of the plant, according to Dick
..,- Tappan of Mansfield, Ohio.
Deaths reported are Clifton B. Farris, age 33, and
?,..: Willie D. McCuiston, age 72.
Airman First Class Rupert Parks, Jr., is serving
`r. with the 73rd -uilk
rne Group in the Air Depot Wing
at Chateauronx, France.
Mrs. Harlan Hodges spoke at the meeting of the
Murray
Rotary Club. Her theme was "Service Is My
,....,
x Business."

c
-
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0:1
i ble Thought For Today
4B
,...1, Not unto us. 0 Lord,. . .but unto thy name give
$
-.e.
• glory.—Psalm 115:1.

.0,
;.` ,Man does not have to carry the burden of the world
on his shoulders. God is still in command. Give Him
the glory, for His purpose will endure whether we
''N stand or fall.

Isn't It The Truth!
by Carl Riblet Jr. The principal reason that a man can get into
Iflirm'.5 way over women is that men and women
toi.-A-at-each -other4rona,diLf.sra yiewpoints. What
17,1„nlen see in women is the image of beauty. What
women see in men is the image of a potential
provider.
"The mark of a good provider is that
he usually v'ears a blue suit."
—Dictionary of Opinions

make which is done first? AnyNEW YORK (AP) — Now is except while holding my nose.
the time to get done the undone
Donated my brain to Har- thing a human being does in
October feels wonderful and
things in your life._
vard.
_
Your last excualTirriar Ti
Climbed-Mount Olympus or worthwbUt.And.tatorgettahle.
Even if he but pick up a fallyou can't accomplish what you seen the gods at play.
wish to accomplish in this inSo many undone things to do! en leaf and kiss it before crumspiring autumn weather, then But what difference does it bling it in his hand.
you simply never 11. For October is the wirwt
of the
year.
Yes, there is a time :awl
place for everything, and now' THE WI'lltY PEOPLE
Orben's Current Comedy: The current TV season is not
is the time and this is the
hot. When your neighbor's electric razor distorts your
so
place.
But what shall a man set out picture you're sort of grateful.
Katherine Hepburn: The average woman's ambition is
to do first? Aye, that is the
to
be admired by an American, courted by an Italian,
question. For a man has had so
many high goals and tomfool married to an Englishman and have a French boyfriend.
Jack Paar: My handwriting is so bad, my autograph
vagrant desires that it is diffilike an appendix scar on a ticklish paten-CT
looks
cult (or him to set a priority on
Earl Wilson: Nothing has done as much to bring
the dreams and idle wishes he
first would like to make come husbands and wives together as the dress that zips up the
back.
true.
Phyllis Diller: I'm a lousy housekeeper. I haven't lit the
Any man's list of undone gas
on my stove in three years. I just light the grease on
'things is frighteningly long. For
top.

Funny, FUnhy World

example, after well over half a
lifetime of living I have never—
flit two pool balls in a row in
the side pocket.
Found out how snug a bug in

Letters To The Editor

a rug really is.
Drunk a martini in Water-

gate.
Copk)

MOSCOW TRADE TALKS

Helped fight a four-alarm
fire.
Changed any woman's opinion on anything permanently.
Cooked shish-kebab or veal
pieced.
Put hair tonic on a bald
eagle.
Been the voice of a shredded
wheat biscuit in a television
commercial.
Had a blind date with a lady
Another
demand.
the Russians
werewolf.
major obstacle to Soviet credit is
Woven a basket or done a
Moscow's typically secretive atti- portrait of Mohammad All in
tude which does not permit for- needlepoint.
Asked Howard Cosell or Bobeign bankers to see the financial
data they need in order to judge by Riggs for an autograph.
Heard any of the figures on
whether loans are prudent risks.
the Mount Rushmore memorial
While the world is diverted by sneeze during the hay fever
the drama of the most favored na- season.
Attended a sex circus or been
tion debate the real, quiet confrontation is over down to earth, .an innocent bystander at a Hollywood orgy.
pragmatic financing of trade.
Had my hand nibbled by a
So far in the diplomatic world of Venus Fly Trap.
Planted a century plant, or
security talks, the Soviet Union
lived
in two centuries.
. has yet to give tit for tat. In com- Shaved with a two-blade rarapis
time
however,
the
merce,
zor.
idly approaching when the world
Sent an orchid anonymously
will have to see the color of its to Phyllis Diller on her birthmoney if it wants to stay in the day.
Felt comfortable underwater
game

Soviets realty want credit
As delegations led by U.S.
Treasury Secretary George
Schultz and Soviet Foreign Trade
Minister N.S. Patolichev conducted face-to-face _trade discussions in Moscow much of the public interest centered on whether
the Communists would be granted
"most favored nation" tariff
treatment by America.
A misnomer, the term really
means only fhiriffillliilfed States
of America would agree to establish duties on Soviet imports that
compare equitably with those it
imposes on the goods of other major trading partners. Congress
appears to be rejecting the most
favored nation treatment for the
Soviet Union unless Moscow liberalizes its policies to permit easier
emigration of Jews.
Most favored nation treatment
undoubtedly is important to the
Soviet Union for prestige reasons.
It would indicate to the world that
Russia has membership in the big
leagues of commerce-. However, it
would really, mean very little to
the Soviet Union commercially.
For the most part, Soviet exports
to the United States are raw materials on which there are no tariffs.
What the Soviet Union really
wants from the United States is
credit — money to finance the
food and.technology that it wants
to import. There are strong indications that Moscow lacks the
cash that it needs for extensive international trade since its ruble
cannot be used in purchasing
goods abroad. It was no accident
that Russia recently told its creditors that it would delay payments
on its bills, until 1974. This is a
wide departure for the usually
prompt Soviets. To get additional
foreign exchange, the Soviet Intourist Agency -hal even doubled
the price of hotel rooms.
.On a larger scale, the $500
that—the- Soviet Union borrowed from the U.S. Commodity
Credit Corporation to buy our
grain is exhausted. The money
that the Soviet Union is seeking
from another source — the U.S.
Export-Import Batik'— is millions
of dollars more than Congress authorized the bank to loan. European bankers have rejected Soviet
overtures for credit because of the
unusually low interest rates that

doing for America and the free
Whether one agrees with the world. Many would like Ii
administration's foreign and correspond on a regular basis
domestic policies or not, we A 1,etter or Christmas card
believe everyone will agree that requires very little effort yet
we should do all within our means so much to a lonely man
power for those fine young "stationed far from home.
Americans who are serving our
Further information
rountry, especially overseas. regarding this project 'can be
..They do not make policy. But obtained by sending a stamped
they do become exceedingly envelope to MOM ( Military
lonely.
Overseas Mail), Box 127, Daly
We would like to urge your City, Ca. 94016. Thank you.
readers to write friendly letters
Sincerely,
of support and encouragement
Lee Spencer
telling our servicemen we
Coordinator
appreciate the job they are

Dear Editor:
of Arizona has introduced a bill
long overdue. It is House Joint
Resolution 332—a proposed
Constitutional amendment to
prohibit Congress from spending more on Federal programs
in any given year than the
Federal government will
receive in total tax revenues.
This will end our inflation,
which is due solely and
basically to government
spending over and above tax

revenues.

i

of "scaie" tall, ahnitt Americas.youth these-days._
Every paper yott read. Every tithe you twist a dial. You worry.
Then, you start thinking about a great bunch of kids who make
up 4-H. The kids who mice up America. They've dedicated their
growing-up years to learning and helping. Developed skills and
put them to work — at home, in their communities. They're "hip"

There's

a lot

on strong bodies and strong character. They care about the world.
Suddenly, the "scare: talk turns into "care" talk. And you relax.

4th St.,

This bill would also require

Congressman John B. Conhui government repayment of the

411 MN MEMBERS

Gene McCutcheon, News Editor and Production Manager.
We reserve the right to reject any Advertising, Letters to the Editor,
or Public Voice items-which, in our opinion, are not foe the pest in
terest of our readers...
National Representatives Wallace Witmer'CO., 1409 Madison Ave ,
AIK•rresshie,Ta.; Tiosai Lite- akoa,m,-,0-Yarh,t4-:V41 Stersiveasortre••
Detroit, Mactr"-- —
Subscription Rates: By carrier in Murray: 1.35 per week, 51.52 per
rncoth,S111 70 per- year. By mail in Catloway an adjoining counties.
$1000 per year. other destinations, 523 00 per year All mail sub
scriphons plus 5 percent' state tax
Entered daily at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky, for transmission
as Second Class Matter
The Outstanding Civic Asset of a Community
lithe Integrity of its.Newspaper

Dear Editor:

Con" gra' ful'1''as t ions

THE LEDGER & TIMES:
PUBLISHED BY MURRAY NEWSPAPERS, Inc., 103 N
Murray, Kentucky 42071, Phone 753-1916
Walter L Apperson, President and Publisher

Support For Servicemen Urged

It's bight and hopeful again. Thanks, all you 4-frers. America's
future belongs to you. You are America's future!

national debt over a period of
ten years, which would save all
of us billions of dollars in taxes
now being paid out in interest
Here is our chance of a
lifetime—it's just what has been
needed for years. Write today
to Mr. Peter W. Rodin°, Jr.
Chairman of the House

Judiciary Committee, House
Office Building, Washington,
D.C. 20515.
Sincerely,
C.C. Moseley
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They are people all kinds of people—who work together
to do what one cannot do alone. People together can, and do; meet just
-about any sort of need imaginable . . . marketing, getting farm supplies,
electric and telephone service, credit, insurance, housing, health care, and
on. . . with efficiency, economy, and warm understanding.
Today's user-owned cooperatives—whether marketing, purchasing, or service—fit into the contemporary scene like hand in glove.
People in cooperatives are now people, actively participating
in programs for community development, improving the environment, and
bettering the quality of life for everyone, everywhere.
Cooperatives serve—by placing priority on people, making
them a vigorous part of the American business system.
That's the big PLUS.

OCTOBER Is CO-OP MONTH

,

1

•

Phone
753-5012

•

,
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Redskins Stop
Dallas, 14-7
By TOM SEPPY
.Assoeiated Press Sports Writer
, WASHINGTON AP - Ken
Houston- says he figured the
Dallas Cowkrys would be trying to pass to their running
hack Wait Garrison on fourth
down and on!,-seconds left, so
the Washington Redskins' sale'ty knew it was his job to stop
-I was looking for that play
because our rush had been so
vood," said Houston after the
Redskins-defeated the.Cowboys
14-7 in a nationally televised
National Football League game
Monday night.
They had been trying to hit
- the left flare. I saw him (Dallas quarterback Craig Morton)
pump once and I stepped up
and was going to hit him.
-As strong as he is, if he had
got his feet on the ground, he
would have gone on in. I just
caught him before he was able
.to plant his feet and drove him
back," said Houston.
Houston stopped Garrison at
the one-yard line to preserve the
Washington victory.
The Redskins score less until
the last four minutes, scored
two quick, Muchdowns on a
oneyard pass from Sonny
Jurgensen to Charley Taylor
and a Brig Owens' 26-yard
return of an intercepted pass.
Despite the pandemonium
that broke out after the Owens'
touchdown, which came with
2:33 left, the Cowboys recovered a fumbled punt on the
Redskins 31 with less than two
minutes remaining.
Morton moved the ball to the
Redskins' four .with 38 seconds
left but was unsuccessful on his
first three passes until he completed the fourth down aerial to
Garrison on the one with 16
seconds remaining. .
Redskins' Coach George Allen, who had been saying all
week the contest would be the
chaniplonship game, said he
felt "just as happy as New
Year's Eve."
Washington defeated Dallas

last Dec. 31 for the National
Conference championship and a
berth in the Super Bowl.
The victory evened up the
Dallas and Washington records
at three victories and one loss
apiece.
Roger Staubach put the Cowboys into a 7-0 lead in the first
period with a 15-yard touchdown pass to wide receiver
Otto Stowe, and it looked as if
the points would hold up the
way both defenses were playing
Staubach was sacked seven
times and Washington quarterback Sonny Jurgensen five.
But Jurgensen came back
with 2:39 remaining to hit Taylor for the touchdown to tie the
score and Owens intercepted
Morton's pass 1:06 later.

Ohio State
Keeps Lead

By ALEX SACHARE
Associated Press Sports Writer
Can Bill Russell bring peace
and harmony to the Seattle SuperSonics7
Is Elmore Smith the man to
fill the massive shoes of Wilt
Chamberlain?
Will the New York Knicks'
Dave DeBusschere-or perhaps
the Milwaukee Bucks' Oscar
Robertson --get a National Basketball Association championship ring as a going-away
present?
Can Gene Shue-or Doug Collins, or anyoitelietbe Philadelphia 76ers?
Those are some of the questions around the NBA, which
opens its 28th season with five
games tonight. Houston plays
at Buffalo, Detroit meets the
defending champion Knicks in
New York, the relocated Capital Bullets are at Atlanta, Golden State opens at Cleveland and
Los Angeles is at Chicago
against the rugged Bulls.
Play in the rival American
Basketball Association begins
Wednesday.
In the most dramatic coaching change, Russell, who led
the Boston Celtics to 11 championships in 13 seasons as a
player and a player-coach,
takes over as coach and general
manager of the troubled Seattle
SuperSonics.
Russell inherits a team which
was a disappointing 26-56 last
year, when the Sonics went
through two coaches, Torn Nissalke, who was fired in midseason, and Bucky Buckwalter.
On the brighter side, he has a
number of talented athletesmost notably Spencer Haywood,
the All-Star forward whom Russell has shifted to center, and
Jim McDaniels, who has been
moved from center to forward.
One fixture the NBA will
have to learn to do without is
Chamberlain, the massive center who holds nearly all the
league scoring records. Chamberlain decided late last month
to leave the NBA after 14 seasons, accepting a lucrative offer to become player-coach of

Chrittophel.
Best In QVC
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Questions Are Thick On NBA Season Opening

W-L-T Pts.
1. Ohio St. (41) 3-0-0 1,150
2.,Nebraska (9) 4-0-0 1,032
3. Alabama (6)4-0-0 876
4. So. Calif.-0)11 3-0-1 782
5. Michigan ii) 4-0-0 697
6. Okla,
2-0-1 632
7. Penn St. 31
4-0-0 620
8. Tenn,
4-0-0 419
9. Notre Dame
3-0-0 417
10. ISU
4-0-0 416
II. Ariz. St.
4-0-0 241
12. Missouri
4-01) 2151
/
2
13. Texas
2-1-0 1611
/
2
14-. Houston
4-0-0 124
15. UCLA
3-1-0 103
16. Miami
2-1-0 631
/
2
17. Colorado
3-1-0 34
18. Tulane
3-0-0 VI
19. Kansas
3-0-0 21
0.
20.Others
Miami'
&$3,listed
9
receiving votes
alphabetically: Air Force, Arizona, Auburn, Boston College,
Bowliag Green, Georgia, Mary-;
land, North Carolina State, Ok-NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) lahoma State, Southern Method- Rick
Christophel did about evist, Texas Tech, West Virginia.
erything he could in Austin
Peay's game against Morehead
State Saturday. But Morehead
Get ready for the won 23-22.
LAY-AWAY
He got a little consolation
Holiday Season! Monday when he was named
NOW!
offensive player of the week in
the Ohio Valley Conference.
• • • AI • • •
Jeff Williamson of East Tennessee State was chosen defenWe Now Have
sive player of the week.
Christophel, a junior quarterv Long Dresses
back, completed 17 of 26 passes
for 262 yards, ineluding touchv Long Skirts
downs covering six and 59
yards. He rushed 10 times for
v Slacks
70 yards to give him a total offense of 332 yards.
Weskets
A 6-foot, 188-pounder from
Reading, Ohio, he also punted
v Blazers
Free five times for a 41-yard averHours:
All For Parties
Parking age.
8-5
Williamson, a 6-foot-2, 210* • •
In Rear pound senior defensive end
Mon.-Sat
from Kingsport, made nine
tackles, two assists, sacked the
quarterback twice, knocked
down one pass and recovered
l'Across From The Administration Bldg.
one fumble in a 27-14 victory
over Tennessee Tech.
The OVC headquarters announced these stars of the
week:
I
Austin Peay-Terry Northern; Tony Wade; Bob Si7.emore,
Murray-Don Clayton:from
Farris; Dale Willis.
Western Kentucky - Leo
Peckenpaugh; Porter Williams;
Virgil Lewis; Greg Lewis.
Eastern Kentucky - Alfred
Thompson; Elmo Boyd; Junior
Hardin; John Rogers.
Morehaead-Ronnie French;
Rich Fox; Frank Jones; Steve
tiers
Tennessee Tech - Dick Fulton.
East Tennessee - Bob
Hardy; Henry Reed.
Middle Tennessee - Dwaine
Copeland; Gary Bell; Lou Alexander; Tom Weingartner.

The Bills Keep Coming In.

TUESDAY-OCTOBER 9. 1173

FOXBORO, Maas. (AP) The New England Patriots respect and admire new Coach
Chuck Fairbanks, but he's going to have to wait at least for
another National Football
League victory to receive agave. halt
The players awarded the
game balls to two assistant
coaches Sunday after winning
their first game 84-16 over the
Baltimore Coifs. One ball went
to offensive coach Red Miller,
the other to defensive coach
Hank Bullough. Both formerly
were Resistants with the Colts.

the ABA San Diego Conquistadors.
Replacing Chamberlain at
center for Los Angeles is
Smith, a seven-footer in his
third year of pro ball who was
acquired from. •A•i Buffalo
Braves in exchange for young
forward Jim McMillian.
The Lakers will be pressed
by Golden State, Seattle and

York Nets as general manager
newt-year.-The Boston Celtics were the
NBA's winningest team last
year, but were ousted by the
Knicks-who finished second in
the Atlantic Division to Boston-in the playoffs. Center
Dave Cowens, the league's
most valuable player, leads an
experienced unit which will
seek to avenge that loss.

Phoenix in the Pacific Division,
Which appears to be 111011151Wir
most powerful grouping.
The defending' champion
Knicks will be without guard
Earl Monroe for about two
months, but he should be ready
for the stretch run in the
playoffs. DeBusschere, the
Knicks All-Star forward, will
be spending his last year as a
player, moving to the ABA New

The Capital Bullets and AtlantsrsillaWks should battle for
the Central Division title, while
the Milwaukee Bucks will once
again try to stave off a challenge from the Chicago Bulls in
the Midwest.
Robertson, in Ms leth •NBA
season and fourth at Milwaukee, has said this campaign
will be his last.
At the other end of the spect-

BO
STA

ruin are the 'leers, whose 9-73
record last year was the worst
in league history. Coach Kevin
Loughery deserted the ship to
become coach of the ABA Nets.
and Gene Shue was named to
replace him.
Shoe las two promising
rookieuXollifins of Illinois Slate
and lewisolLos Angeles State,
for backcourt help. Elsewhere,
he has problems.

THUS
-COU
Team
Demons
Bids
alley Cats
Strikes
Road R
nee ewes
',MOT Doti
Whiz Kids
Rockets
Ups & Down
Hits & Misses
• & Cs
Os

las

eruswarions
Carroway
c rover Price

EWING TIRE SERVICE'S

Bergers
-Teti Pens
In Pens
-Fisher Price
Ns* T
Ilreds
- Rs & Cs
Red ewes
Nigh T
& CS
Brads

DOLLAR SAVING
TIRE SALE

•

Ma* 7
Sid Birds
Areas
Rs 14. Cs
High T
Rest Birds
& Ms

Rreds

We've Slashed The Prices On
Every Tire In Stock For This Sale!!

Hoth
John NW
ici-ry Kelly
Delmar Br
Brook* Br
Ella Barren
(Betty Dian
Hlqh

Buy from October 4-October 15 and SAVE $$$

John Hill
Jerry Kelly

Ramey Har
Bookie Br
Ella Borren
Borten, Br

/
1
2 PRICE

on Jones

Delmar Br
Jun Neal
Vicki Mar

atonic Br
Mitt Lax
theft
Ronnie Mar
Don Jones
Rich Christi

WINTERTIME SALE

I

* Buy First Tire at Regular

Price-Buy Second at /
1
2
Price!!
* Plus F.E.T. $1.83 to
$3.13 Per EaCh

* No
Money
Down
*6
Months
To Pay

Ti

• 17/32" Tread Depth
• Rayon Belted or
4 Ply Polyester Cord
• 78 Series Design
• .85 inch White Sidewall

•

•

• •
•

•

•

•

„

$•

•
•

•

•
•

•

Hu!,

4for$95

\
rettOg

Plus 11.67 to $2.96 per tirr F land old lir,

LARGE CARS

My both Pies 01

Charge
(With Approved Credit)

te S2.51 per tire f
and 4114 tire

MEDIUM CARS
Sizes G78-14, 15
H78-14. 15

* No
Finance

Price
$10.48 *
11.48
11.98
12.48
13.48
14.48
15.48

4 or$85

• -

ifsmoisogioN„
rfk
i.

tor long mileage
and strength

Buy 2nd
At

SMALL CARS
Sizes E78-14
F78.14

The same tire that
comes on many
new 1974 cars.

DOUBLEBELTED

Si
A78-13
ze
C78-13
C78-14
E78-14
F78-14
G78-14
H78-14
C78-15
1171-15 ;
J78-15
L78-15

DELUXE
CHAMPION*
SUP-R-BELT.

lit at
Reg.
Price
620.95*
22.95
73.95
24.95
26.95
211.95
30.95
29.95
31.95
33.95
35.95

Sizes J7814.15
178.15

POLYESTER
FIBERGLASS

4fors115

Dottie belt under tread

Plait63.02 to $3.31 per tire F 1

Whitel- ives
Save On 4-Ply Polyester r rd Whitewalls

GOLDEN BEAR
ALL FIRST QUALITY - NOT BLEMISHED
• 12/32" Tread Depth
.; IN 4 Ply Polyester Cord
• 78 Series Design
• .85 White Sidewall

One Low Price In Each Group
-0 A78-13
C76-13
C78-14
E78-14

F78-14
G78-14
G78-15

H78-14
H78-15
J78-15
L78-15

* Plus F.E.T.

$1995* $2295*
EiNtNG TIRE SERVICE
11.83 to 13.13

808

Coldwater Road - Near 5 Points
Hours: Mon. thru Fri. 7:30-5:30
Saturday 7:30-5:00

Phone 753-3164

Vicki affair
Brooke Br
Mitt Lax
Delmar
Dan Jones
Tommy
Lyman Di
Dave Or
Too
Betty Dine%
Marilyn
Patsy Neste
Bookie Or
Brenda
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TOMO

Demons
Reeds

16

ia

4

Alley Cats

14
14
13

6
6
7

12

$

Str.kes
Road Runners
Red Birds
Mold
Ow1S
•

4

it -V-

AIN/ Kids

17
12 11
9— 7
9 11
7 9
if 10

Rockets
Ups & Downs
mits & MrSSes
9c & Cs
-& Ms
is/ration%
irr away
•,
sher Price NO 2
F.-Hors
ten Pens

using what we call a 1-2-3 offense—one setter, two spikers
and three diggers," she said.
More than half of the squad is
made up of first year players,
but they are coming along real
fast, according to the coaches.
MSU's next appearance will
be in the Mid-South Invitational
Tournament at Memphis, Oct.
19-20. The team has a side
match scheduled -with Eastern
Kentucky for the same weekend
in Memphis.
MSU plaeed third behind first
place finisher Mississippi State
College for Women and second
According to coach Shirley place Montevallo University.
Wilford, Murray is now using Samford and the University of
'specializing' units. We are Alabama tied for fourth.
Murray State's women'&
volleyball team finished third in
a five-team tournament this
past *iigen4;•411 Colianhus;
Miss.
"We finished third, but we
were pleased," said Nan Ward,
MSU coach. "The teams were
real strong. MSCW and Montevallo played in the National
tourney last year.
We are rebuilding since
we
lost five of our six starters from
last year's squad. We_ could
have easily been blankad-la this
tourney but our kids just won't

6 14
6 14
4 12:
4 LS,
4 14.
3 17

Ten Pens
rSher Price No 1
Ifsok Team Game (SC)
Reeds
6/0
Bs & Cs
665
Red Birds

610

nook Team Game (NC)
.BsLCs
135
Beds
B32
821

Series (SC)
2027
1943
1885
Series (MC)

2405
2396
2369

Game (SC)
John Nil
Jerry Kelly
Delmar Brewer

225
218
213

Women
Bookie Bradelled
F Ila Screen
%Pity 0.14.0*----.

220
200
186

Hi* MI. Game (MC)

awn
John H.II
Jerry Kelly
Rey Hargrove

250
247
246

Women
Brook,, Bradford
Ella Borren

269
235

Burlene Brewer

225

Musk Ind Series (SC)
Men
Dan JOnes
Debriar Brewer
Jim Neal
Women
Vick. Andrews
OnOokie Bradford
Mitt Lax

600
591
562
508
493
470

Ni* Ind Series (MC)
Ronrtie Hargrove
675
Dan Jones
663
ich Christ,655

%Venom
Vicki Andrews
Bookie' Bradford

667
640

Mitt Lax

617

High Averages
Tow Five Mew
Delmar Brener

ISO

Dan Jones
Tommy Jones
Lyman Dixon
Dave era:Nerd

179
177
175
17.1

Top Five Women
Betty Dixon
Mar I yo Chatman
Patsy Seale
Brook.e Bradford
Brenda Campbell

152
151
110
139
131

We still have a
good selection of
1973 makes and

MURRAY HIGH halfback Dale McCuiston is tripped up by a Trigg County
defender Friday night in the Tigers' 7-6 loss Murray faces awesome Paducah

Tilghman Friday night in Paducah.Tfiglunan is unbeaten in six outings and rated
number one among class AA teams in the state.
Staff Photo by Tom Williams

Paducah Tilghman Keeps Lead
By BOB COOPER .
Asissetated Press Sports Writer
The leaders remain the same
today in The Associated Press
gentudry High School Football
Poll, but the followers are jockeying fof position like mad.
Louisville Trinity, Paducah
Tilghman and Richmond 'Wadi.9011 still hold the No. 1 spots in
the state's thee prep classes
Below them, only Madisopville and Lexington LaFayette
in Class AA and Paris in Class
A retained the ratings they had
a week ago in voting by a panel
of sportswriters and sportscasters.

over Covington Catholic two
weeks ago and idle the past
weekend, kept an No. 3 slot in
the same class, next meeting
crosstown rival Bryan Station
this coming weekend.
Boyd County, with only a tie
with Huntington East to mar its
campaign, jumped from seventh to fourth following a 66-14
victory over Greenup County.
The Lions have posted 348
points in seven games and only
three times have allowed a foe
more than j‘touchdown—Huntington getting 20 points, Belfry
the same number and Greenup
County the two scores.
Madisonville, unbeaten in
Dixie Heights, winner of all
seven games and holding the seven this year and five of
position to a touchdown or less them shutouts, used a 33-0
in the last six, still is No. 2 thumping of Harrison County to
among the class AA teams, but rise from an eighth place tie
gained a little this week on last week to fifth in Class AA.
Tilghman.
Meantime, Lexington's Henry
Lafayette, a 45-13 winner Clay and
Bryan
Station

dropped out of the top five—
Henry Clay after an idle weekend and Bryan Station following a 12,14 loss to Covington
Catholic.
Harrodsburg eased up from
third to second in Class A after
the Pioneers kept their unbeaten string going at seven with a
46-16 victory over Garrard
County.
Although Harrodsburg has
yet to shut anybody out, Garrard was only the second team
to score more than a touchdown on the Pioneers this season.
Glasgow moved up from an
eighth place tie to third with a
27-0 crushing of Campbellsville,
the Scotties' third shutout in a
row and fourth of the season in
which they have lost only one
game.
Paris still is fourth in Class A
while Louisa, which nipped

Raceland by just two points for
its sixth victory in a row without a loss, dropped from second
to fifth.
In Class AAA, Jefferson
County, Bishop David moved
up from second to third, swapping places with St. Xavier,
while Thomas Jefferson rose
from sixth to fourth and Pleasure Ridge Park dropped from
fourth to fifth.

2.
3.
4.
5.

Bishop David
38
St. Xavier
32
Thomas Jefferson
22
Pleasure Ridge
14
Others: Atherton and Valley
5; Butler 4.
. Class AA
I. Tilghman (5)
50
2. Madisonville ( 2)
43
3. Lafayette ( 3)
40
4. Boyd Co. 2)
17
5. Dixie Heights
Valley, a 19-0 loser to ThomOthers: Somerset 7; Union
as Jefferson, fell from fifth last Co. 4; Cawood
and Henry Clay
week to a tie for sixth with 3; Bryan Station 2; Danville
Utherton, one of the state's few and Owensboro
1.
remaining unbeaten teams.
Class A
This week's AP Kentucky 1. MadLson (6)
53
High School Football Poll, with 2. Harrodsburg
32
first place votes in parentheses 3. Glasgow (3)
26
and point totals on the basis of 4. Paris (11
25
five for a first place vote, four 5. Louisa (2)
for second, etc.:
Others: Frankfort 7,
Class AAA
1. Trinity ( 12)

SAMANTHA CHAMBERS,22, left, and Lorraine Smith, 22, both
fashion models from Boston, Mass., say they will take turns
dancing on the back of a truck until the Cincinnati Reds win the
World Series.

We still have a
There's an all-new lowest-priced Datsun this year! 2- and 4-Door Sedan, and Hatchback. New reclining bucket seats, 1300 cc engine,
power assisted front disc brakes, carpeting and more, included in the price. All this . . . and great gas mileage! "Datsun Saves" is

good selection of

looking better than ever!

models

1973 makes and

Prices Start At... '2395.00 Plus dealer handling, freight and local taxes.

610 SI)/ W.ig.in

FOLLOW THE CROWD...T SEE THE NEW CARS...

MURRAY DATSUN
See One Of Our Courteous -Salesmen...Kelnetti Webb, Dana!—Pittman, Steve Smith or Gary Atkins

•

••••
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Mets Put Reds In Corner

A's Feel Double
Cr sed By Rain

By JACE STEVENSON .
Associated Press Sports Writer
OAKLAND AP/ — Baseball's defending world chainpion Oakland Athletics feel they
were double-crowed by rain in
their own ballpark.
They claim it acted to Baltimore's advantage in their
American League playoff series
when the third game was postponed Monday.
"We had 'em on the run, the
champs ware coming back,"
outfielder Reggie Jackson declared. "Now they have Jim
Palmer again."
The Orioles' ace righthander,
22-9 in the regular season,
blanked Oakland 6-0 in the
opening game Saturday before
the A's came back to beat Baltimore and Dave McNally 6-3
on Sunday.
With rain causing the postponement, Manager Earl Weaver gets to use Palmer Wednesday in game No. 4 of this bestof-5 league championship
series.
Both managers, Weaver and
Oakland's Dick Williams, declared themselves disappointed
over the rainout—the A's skipper downright angry the game
was called 22 minutes before it
was scheduled to start.
League President Joe Crorun's decision to call off the

game brought him into a sharp
exchange with the A's explosive
owner, Charles 0. Finley.
-It's not fair to these fans to
call it off a half-hear before
game time," Finley snorted.
A crowd of about 30,000—the
Oakland Coliseum seats 50,000—had been expected with
most school children having
Monday as a Columbus Day
holiday.
The third-game pitchers today remain the same—left-

"I didn't get to sleep until 2
handers Ken Holtzman for OakMonday morning after we
a.m.
land and Mike Cuellar for Balhome," said Holtzman.
flew
timore.
now I'll get a better
"Maybe
Williams stuck with his origirest."
night's
nal rotation—Vida Blue to pitch
And Hunter, 21-5 on the seathe fourth game and Jim "Catwill get his normal three
son,
fish" Hunter, the winner Sunrest between starts.
day's
day, ready for the fifth game,
Palmer pitching on
With
y.
if necessar
Weaver moved
ay,
Wednesd
The rain lasted long after
r, 12-8, to a posAlexanse
Doyle
Cronin announced the postThursday starting spot.
sible
temleast
at
t,
ending
ponemen
weather forecast called
porarily about 211 tants later--- The
and warmer weather
clear
for
but it had some beneficial efWednesday.
and
today
also.
A's
the
for
fects

ft
-„v

PAW-. N

THE

Great
Imperial.
IS THE LARGEST
SELLING CIGAR
IN
WORLD

THE

••.,•
with a homer over the right
After each Cincinnati Out
RK (AP)
NEW
gave New York
there
and
out
fence
field
d
happene
what
"If
so,nelts from Rusty Staub ,
wake us up now, noth- southpaw Jerry Koosman a
apat a couple from Bud Harrel- doesn't
said a grim Ander- quick 1-0 cushion.
will,"
ing
Reds
-son, too, the Cincinnati
In the second, the Mets got
defending National
whose
son,
are on the brink of a knockoutexof Grimsley. Jerry Grote
face
rid
ns
champio
Staub hit two home runs and League
walked, Don Hahn singled and
today.
tinction
a
in
Harrelson .hit Pete Rose
for a
-"Wei- be aggressive," said Koosrnan beat out a bunt
trawl-filled game Monday in
bases.
the
load
to
hit
Nolan,
Gary
base
i-pitcher
Cincimiat
which the New York !Vets beat
Then Wayne Garrett knocked
-We still feel we're in it."
the Reds 9-2 and took a 2-1 lead
in this in the first New York run of the
hitting
keeps
Staub
If
in this best-of-five playoff
and
series like he has been, it'll be inning with a sacrifice fly
- —series to determine baseball's
Felix Milian followed with a
for the Reds.
job
tough
a
tative
represen
National League
Staub smashed a bases-empty run-scoring single.
in the World Series.
Anderson brought in Torn
in the first inning and
homer
four
in
drove
homers
Staub's
shot in the sec- Hall—and Staub promptly homn
three-ru
a
then
n's
Harrelso
runs, but it was
when the Mets put it away ered off the auxiliary scorebattle with Rose that literally ond,
board in right field.
five runs.
ittr
drove the Reds from the field
The Reds came back with
gave the New York
shots
The
playbizarre
most
in one of the
homers for two runs in the third, Koosthree
fielder
right
4f affairs in history
man's only shaky inning, on a
series so far.
The final score, despite its the
237 N. 8th, Mayfield, Ky.
against Cin- home run by Denis Menke and
unloaded
Staub
anticlialmost
importance, was
Morgan.
y
starter Ross Grimsle an RBI-single by
matic after what happened in cinnati
the fifth inning.
A crowd of 53,967 was trawing-`
with an apparent New York
victory, loudly cheering their
hea Stadium heroes as the
It's the American dream. How do we set it in
\lets forged a 9-2 lead after
motion? With faith in ourselves and our fellow men.
four innings.
Teamwork: that's the magic wood...cooperation in
Then came the fifth, when
in
n
caring. When citizens cooperate to build a better
Rose barreled into Harrelso
an attempt to break up a
community, nothing is impossible. Progress is people
double play at second base.
caring, working together to achieve the goals that
"He hit me with his elbow,"
make the future bright. What we want for our
4 PZi
Harrelson said after the exchildren, we can do now.,.together!
plosive game. "I'm tired - of
fee.
entry
$1.50
a
be
will
bag."
being used as a punching
fee. The entry fee
Cycling enthusiasts are in- $3.00 per team
All -riders interested in parThe Mets' gutsy little shortsanctioned event
ABLA
the
for
fall
the
in
te
participa
to
ticipating in the October 20
stop said something to the bur- vited
al
medals
Individu
$2.50.
MIITte
on
races and tour
ly Rose. The Cincinnati left bicycle
will be races are urged to regikter in
y, October 20, and and team trophies
advance. For further infielder gave Harrelson a shove Saturda
October 21, at Land awarded
Sunday.
n write or call Land
blows,
formatio
d
exchange
two
and the
Official tours will leave from
4bor
The Lakes, TVA's
Between The Lakes, TVA,
fell to the ground and tussled in Between
Station
ion
Informat
North
the
'area beton
recreati
outdoor
Golden Pond, Kentucky 42231,
the infield dust.
y Lake and Lake near Grand Rivers, Sunday, phone SW424460Z
The battle triggered a flood- ween Kentuck
There
p.m.
1:00
21,
at
October
and
west Kentucky
tide of players from both Barkley in
benches and the bullpens as Tennessee.
well. They raced on the field
This special event is sponand began fighting among sored by Kentucky's Western
themselves while the crowd Waterland, Inc., the Jackson
noise swelled.
Purchase Wheelmen, and TVA
It took five minutes for offiPrimarily designed for 10cials to restore order
speed bicycles, the races will
But there was more.
consist of two Amateur Bicycle
The heat of battle still smol- League of America ABLA
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Elkhorn Valley Inspires
Many Artists Ancf,
Poets
_
Elkhorn Creek meanders
through the gently rolling
countryside of Kentucky's
Bluegrass Region with the
grace and style of a throughbred.
For centruies it slingering
beauty has inspired artists and
poets. In his _landscapes, the
Kentucy impressionist Paul
Sawyier caputured the gently
beauty of the Elkhorn Valley. A
poet once exclaimed. "0'
Elkhorn, wild river for unwritten song, what beauty
known to they banks belong!"

Your Individual
Horoscope
Prini-cis
Drake

FOR WEDNESDAY,OCTOBER 10, 1973
Along Elkhorn Creek there
are facilities for camping. The
easy-livin' pace of its crountry
roads will help almost any
traveler unwind.
Elichorn's valley is just one of
the features of the Bluegrass
Region. For more -about Kentucky, write Travel, Frankfort,Ky. to6or.-

Steeped in pioneer heritage
arid scenic beauty, much of the
Elkhorn Creek valley can be
visited by car. Through what is
predominately an agricultural
area, visitors in the fall,
traveling the shady tree-lined
country roads,can expect to see
fields of corn being harvested,
grazing racehorses and tobacco
hanging in weathered barns
that are nestled on hillsides
ablaze with autumn colors.
The headwaters of both North
Elkhorn and South Elkhorn
creeks are in Fayette County,
near Lexington. North Elkhorn
flows northwestwardly for
approximately 45 miles and
BIM takes a southwestward
course for nearly 10 miles
before joing the South Fork, at
the little settlement called
Forks of Elkhorn.
In Fayette County, near the
North Elkhorn bridge on'
. Huffman Mill Pike, is Mari-o---War Memorial Park. ' Open
from 8p.m. to 9 p.m. daily, the
Gravesite Shrine Honors one of
the most famous thoroughbreds
of all time. Man-o-War won 20 of
his 21 races,coming in second in
his only loss.

ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) eri-A
Don't expect associates to be
amenable to the usual approaches now. Some situations
will call for extreme delicacy in
handling.
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
Confusion could result if you

instructions,
misinterpret
miscalculate in any way. A day
for double-checking everything.
GEMINI ( May 22 to June 21)
Attempts to alleviate an
economic situation should be
most successful now. The
resources of another may even
be put at your disposal.

TUESDAY—OCTOBER 9, 1973

KENTUCKY

CANCER
0
(June 22 to July 23) 10
Lunar influences now give
you a sharp, practical outlook
on projects in which you are
interested. Take advantage of
the situation.
,
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 231 vceiveFmancial matters favored—
especially in the a.m. On the
personal score, however, you
inay run into a bit of difficulty in
a romantic situation.
VIRGO
on
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) -r
Other people may play an
important part in day's activities. Much will depend upon

your reactions. Don't split hairs
in discussions of minor importance.
LIBRA
-1 -1-1
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) -1
Your lively imagination may
be running out of bounds tight
now.%,in trying to launch your
ideas, be sure to separate the
fantastic from the feasible.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) net'
As with Libra, you also will
have to dampen enthusiasm a
bit. Excessive optimism could
lead you to Unpractical extremes.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)

)rvitcl

Reject the foolish notions of
others. That logical mind of
yours will come up with answers that are reasonable and
solid.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
Don't get wrought up over the
spending habits of a partner—
marital or business With a little
is
thought,
compromise
possible.
AQUARIUS_____
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
This will be one of those days
when you'll have to "go it
alone." Cooperation is likely to
be spotty or nonexistent. But
you CAN cope.

-

PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20).
You are still in a mood to
explore areas off the beaten
path, but be careful not to wade
in beyond your depth.
YOU BORN TODAY are
versatile, energetic, deliberate
in your thinking and highly
independent—too much so, at
times. You have a tendency to
"lash out" when displeased.
Control this; also an insistence
on doing things in your own way
without consulting others
concerned. You are unusually
sympathetic : You understand
the misunderstood, but not
always yourself. -

)(
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'Pepsi. Cola's
brings the nickel serving back

On downstream, the North
Fork of Elkhorn Creek passes
the city limits of Georgetown.
Georgetown can be reached by
traveling north on I-75 from
Lexington and turning west on
US-460. Points of interest here
include many antebellum
houses
and
Georgetown
College, and early center of
higher education in Kentucky,
founded in 1829.
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nese miles east of Frankfort, on US-460, is Fork&
Elkhorn. The village on the old
Georgetown-to-Frankfort pike,
lined with shade trees and
fieldstone fences, bespeaks
inherited pride in homesteads
dating back to the PostRevolutionary era.
West of the Forks stands the
Macklin mansion,now the home
of Judge John S. Palmore of
Kenttucky's Court of Appeals.
For more than 150 years, the
Macklin family has lived in the
Elkhorn valley.
Progenitor of the family was
Alex Macklin, 1799-1863. A,
tycoon of his era, Macklin
farmed thousands of fertile
acres, packed pork, manufactured hemp, was a banker and
harnessed the waters of
Elkhorn Creek to run three
miles—one to grind grain, we
to weave woolens and am 10
saw lumber.
A racehourse-breeding farm
east of the Forks, operated by
the Holton family through the
years, was founded by Capt.
John A. Holton, an emigrant
from Maryland who settled on
the farm in 1804
Captain Holton owned led
piloted riverboats between
Frankfort and New Orleans. He
got into the horse business when
Henry Clary, the famous
Kentucky statesman,sold lama
broodmare. It was the first of
the Holton line later to produce
Nantura and Ten Broeck, big
names in the Kentucky horse
history.
Downstream from the Forks,
4 the main branch of Elkhorn
1
/
'
Creek flows north and west for
16 miles to the Kentucky River.
Near the mouth of the creek, off
US-127, on Indian Gap Road, is
the U. S. Bureau of Sport
Fisheries & Wildlife's Frankfort
Hatchery.
National
Fish
Operated as a unit of the
Department of the Interior, the
hatchery produced over twoand-a-half million fish annually.
the
of
Distribution
largemouth bass, bluegill,
redear sunfish, channel catfish
and rockfish is handled by the
Kentucky Department of Fish
& Wildlife Resg.:i-cas..The flsh
go to private farm ponds and
etatweivned lakes.
Public fishing in Elkhorn
Creek is allowed here under
state fishing regulations, and
facilities art available for
picnicking on hatchery-owned
land adjacent to the creek
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Everyserving
that you pour
costs a nickel...
nota penny more.
Pepsi-Cola taste. Pepsi-Cola quality.
At a Price you thought went out with the bigband sound.The reason for the value is
simple. First, yq07re buying in quantity. Eight
16-ounce returnable bottles—an actua
gallon of Pepsi. Enough so that you don
have to worry about running out when th€
gang runs in. Second, you're not buying the
bottles. You merely leave a deposit. A
deposit that's refunded when you return the
bottles. And returning the bottles helps keep
our country clean.So get Pepsi-Cola in the
16-ounce Value-Pak—and get a serving of
at least five ounces for only a nickel.
At participating stores.

Pepsi's gota lot to give.

ONE
PINT

ONE
PINT y
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PURCHASE, N.Y.
PADUCAH, KY. UNDER APPOINTMENT FROM Peps.Co , INC.,
BOTTLED BY THE PADUCAH BOTTLING CO.,
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Over 2,000 Junk Cars Removed From State Since July
ment he is just now obtaining
with a 640,,.. grant from Gov.
• •'5 • contingency
Wendellfund, Reed said, the program
will be shifting to a full-time,
Monday through Friday operation„
At 12w- outset, regular
ckers its used by towing services were used, he said, but it
quickly became apparent they
were too light. Some of the
wreckers were being torn up so
something else had to be found,
he added
That was when army reservists came into the picture, using heavier equipment whenever it was available.
But, in Order to put the program on a full-time, statewide
basis, the state had to get some
such equipment for it,5 own use.
A 15-ton U.S. Army surplus
wrecker finally was found in
West Germany, Reed said, and
the state got the sole uuse of it
by paying $2,500 to have it shipped here.
That wrecker now is being
used in a clean-up project in
Owen County, he said.
Reed said he hoped to locate
and obtain another such wrecker as well as six fllt-bed
trucks to haul away the junk

FFtANKFORT, Ky.( AP)- A
cooperative program to eradicate the long-standing blight of
abandoned cars from Kentucky's landscape appears to be
working, with more than 2,000
cars removed since July.
But, with an estirriatigrligge
000 such junk cars scattered
across the state, the task remaining to be done is an imposing one/ _
.
"if we Clean it all Iiiiirtriree
years, we'll be lucky," commented in an interview Tommy
Reed, who is directing the program. Reed, a former Democratic state legislator from
Owen County, is overseeiag the
program in his capacity as director of special projects in the
state Department of Natural
Resources and Environmental
Protection.
The program depends on the
cooperation of state and local
governments, with civic groups,
private enterprise and military
units often providing invaluable
assistance.
So far, the operation has been
basically a week-end operation,
with army reservists being the
main source of manpower,
Reed said.
But with some heavy equip-

County and then move to SWIM
the wreckers retrieve.
The first step-in the program, Cotinty for its next major unIs for a county to decide to take dertaking.
So far, the program has been
part and to find a place to unlad the junk cars and a junk carried out only upon the invitation of the counties indealer to buy them.
Members of civic groups or volved, pretty much in/the orlocal goverAliaNW--10-041t - der in which they apply, he
and find where junk cars'are said. And those applications are
located and obtain the per- coming irr steadily, increasing
mission of the land-owner in- as the word on the program
volved to have them removed. gets around.
When he has all the equipMore than 95 per cent of the
land-owners usually give that ment he needs, and a full-time
staff, Reed said, he will start in
permission, Reed said.
The money received from the one county and move out from
sale of the cars to junk dealers there taking each county as it
goes to the local agencies in- corns,
That will require some planvolved-the county government
ning and coordination with loand civil groups.
Pike, Hardin and Clark coun- cal governments, he said, but it
ties already have "almost ITOli be the only efficient way to
cleaned up themselves, with the_ 'Operate with all the tieavy
help of the army and private equipment that will be involved
enterprise," Reed said. •
by then.
More than 1,100 cars have
The present priority list,
been picked up in Hardin Coun- based in part at least on the
ty ( which includes part of Fort order in which applications
Knox and 600 in Clark County, were received, is: Bullitt, Caldhe said, as well as more than well, Christian, Graves, War500 in a state-local program ren, Bourbon, Montgomery, Annow underway in Owen County. derson and Harlan counties.
When the Owen County projHarlan County alone reports
ect is finished in a week or so, that it has an estimated 34,000
Reed said, the operation will junk cars, Reed commented,
pick up a few cars in Carrollton which might mean the state
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• ---will have to raise its estimate
AI 400,000 such cars statewide.
As another part of the same
Clean-up program, 4,400 tons of
litter have been picked up from
13 counties so far. The litter is
largely the result of unauthorized dumps.
Once counties are cleaned up,
Reed said, legislation probably
.will be needed to keep them
that way. He commented that
some county judges have been
using thcir authority to levy
$300 fines for littering -pretty
effectively, once we have them
cleaned up."
"I expect that in two or'three
years we'll be able to pass a
law to keep'people from dumping cars," he said.
In addition to the matter of
unsightliness, Reed said the
abandoned cars are rat and rodent nests and dangerous for
children. There are bee or
wasp nests in many of the cars,
he said, and in one ''two copperheads came out" after ie
had been brought to the junk
Yard.

SAVINGS

ctssut
HELP WANTED

LEGAL NOTICE

LEGAL NOTICE

SEMI DRIVERS with three years
experience to run 15 states. Must
have 6 months experience on
steel or machinery. Call Ace
Doran Hauling...& Rigging
Company, Mayfield, _Kentucky
502-345-2786 after 5:011-p.m.
October 18C

CITY-OF 'MURRAY,AEEN- and third low bidders will be
TUOCY, AS FOLLOWS:
returned when reasonable
SECTION 1: That it is needful, assurance is at hand that the low
necessary and desirable that the bidder is responsible and will
following described lands lying execute the contract.
adjacent and contiguous to the
present boundary limits of the DEXTER-ALMO
HEIGHTS
City of Murray, Kentuckybe WATER DISTRICT
annexed to said City of Murray,
Stafford Curd
EXPERIENCED SERVICEMAN Kentucky, and become a part
Chairman
full time. Phone 753-6129.
09C thereof, to-wit:
Orbie Culver
th
t raofpotinnet
inni
estng
tirant
rthgw
noBe
Secretary-Treasurer
for
pres
ent
NIGHT CLERK wanted
S26-02&9C
motel. Switchboard experience city limits located on Kentucky
helpful, but not necessary. Must 11 Cynass; thence north to a
FOR
be bondable. Send resume to P.O. point on the Quarter Section Line
FIREWOOD
For Sale. Phone 753Box 998, Paris, Tennessee. 0I7C of the Southeast Quarter of
012P
3498
after
4:00p.m.
Range
4
Township
2,
21,
Section
WANTED WAITRESSES and East; thence east with the
cooks, full time and part time. Quarter Section Line of Section MOTORCYCLE-1971 Ossa 250
Phone Garland's Hih-Burger, 21, Township 2, Rage 4 East to a Set up for motocross racing. Must
09P
011C point 1,354 feet west of the west sell. Phone 753-0586.
753-9151.
right-of-way on North 16th
WANTED EXPERIENCED Street; thence north 3,242 feet to BUNKS-TRUNDLE beds, good
tractor trailer driver. Apply in a point paralled with North 16th condition. Also boy's clothing,
person to Mr. Wallen, Paschall Street; thence east 1,054 feet to a size 16. Phone 489-2217 after 4:00
09C
Truck Lines, Murray, Ky. Equal point 300 feet west of the west p.m.
Opportunity Employer. Oct.10C right-of-way on North 16th
going on
Street; thence north paralled SALE-A-THON now
OUSTANDING OPPORTUNITY. with North 16th Street to a point at your local Singer Sewing
Fisher Price Toys, Murray, west of the south right-of-way on Machine Dealer in the Belaire
09C
Kentucky Plant, a division of The Utterback Road; thence east Shopping Center.
Quaker Oats Company, has an with the south right-of-way on
opening for an i. e. assistant with Utterback Road to a point 323.78 FROM wall to wall, no soil at all,
the following qualifications: feet west of the west right-of-way on carpets cleaned with Blue
Sondra Ford, a guidance experience in preparation and on U.S. 641; thence north 240.38 Lustre. Rent electric'shampooer
counselor with the newly maintenance of plant layouts: feet to a point north of the north $1. Kwik-Pik Market, Five
013C
organized Counseling Center at analysis and solution of methods right-of-way on Utterback Road; Points.
Murray State University, will and layout problems: working thence east 300 feet to a point on
be the speaker at the Wed- knowledge of MTM and stan- the west right-of-way, on U.S.
nesday noon luncheon of the dards data. Successful candidate 641, thence south 199.29 feet with CONCRETE SI EPPING stones
concrete spalsh blocks.
United Campus Ministry this responsible
providing the west right-of-way, on U.S. and
for
week.
to 641; to a point on the half Section Murray Lumber Company, 104
technical
assistance
010C
"I Will Grow, Really Grow," production and maintenance. line of Section 15, Township 2, Maple Street.
is the ,title of Miss Ford's Degree not required. Excellent Range 4 East; thence east with
presentation on Wednesday, fringe benefits including profit the half Section Line of Sections BELTONE FACTORY fresh
October 10th. •
sharing. Send resume to George 14 and 15, Township 2, Range 4 hearing aid batteries for all make
Miss Ford received her E. Lovell,Fisher Price Toys, Box East to a point on the west hearing aids. Wallis Drugs. 010C
Master's Degree in Guidance 311, Murray, Kentucky, or call property line of L.N. R.R. thence'
and Counseling at Murray State 753-0450. "An equal opportunity south with the west property line BATTERIES $8.95 to $14.95. Any
car, discount to dealers. Atomic ,
in 1972. She also worked as a employer."
of L.N. R.R. to a point on the Batteries, 401 North 4th. Murray
guidance counselor in the
09C present city limits; thence west,
November 5C
753-8572.
Upward Bound program that
AUTO DAMAGE appraisers, south and west with the present
year.
beginning.
points
of
to
limits
city
openings in Akron, Cleveland and
641 PET Shop, north. Chihuahua
Her office is located in the
New York City. We are growing SECTION II: That it is the puppies, cocker, spitz, tiny toy
newly
Counseling Center in the
and we need good people. College intention of City of Murray, puddles, parakeets, fish and
renovated Ordway Hall.
education and-or shop or parts Kentucky, to annex to City of supplies. Phone 753Wednesday luncheons at the
management experience Murray, Kentucky, so as to 1862.
OctoberlIC
United Campus Ministry are
preferred. Minimum age 23. become a part thereof, the
open to the public. The meal is
Career opportunity. Call collect territory described in SECTION I MOBILE HOME-1968 Shelby,
served at 12:30. For information
486-5955. Interviews at hereof.
(216)
12'x61'. Two bedrooms, separate
753-3531.
or reservations call
Murray Holiday Inn, 1:00-6:00
ON
'FIRST dining room,central heat and air,
ADOPTED
p.m., October 15, 1973. Contact
READING ON THE 13th DAY OF underpenned. On large lot with
'Crazy Bridge' Theme
011C
Robert Dunn.
patio and shrubbs. Phone 753-0885
September, 1973.
after 4:00p.m.
010C
ADOPTED
ON
SECOND
NOTICE
tEGAL
I
.For Newcomers Meeting
ORDINANCE NUMBER 586, READING ON THE 27th DAY OF
GARAGE
BUILDING,
The
Welcome
Wagon BEING
ORDINANCE September, 1973.
AN
Newcomers Club will hold its DECLARING THE NEED, COMMON COUNCIL, CITY OF aluminum, siding, carports and
additions. Now is the time to
monthly meeting on Thursday, NECESSITY, DESIRABILITY MURRAY, KENTUCKY
build. Call collect Mayfield, 247By Holmes Ellis
October 11, at 7:30 p.m. at the AND INTENTION OF THE CITY
Mayor, City of Murray, 7672.
013C
Army Reserve building, north OF MURRAY, KENTUCKY, TO
of Perkins' Pancake House on ANNEX
CERTAIN
CON- Kentucky
1971 250cc Ossa motorcycle, 1972 •
U.S. Highway 641 North.
TIGUOUS TERRITORY TO THE ATTEST:
175cc Ossa motorcycle. Phone
"Crazy Bridge" will be the CITY OF MURRAY KEN- Stanford Andrus
09C
753-5699.
theme for the program and it is TUCKY; AND ACCURATELY Clerk,City of Murray,KenOctober 12C
not necessary to have played DEFINING THE BOUNDARIES tucky
LOFT PILE,free from soil is the
bridge before to play crazy OF THE TERRITORY WHICH
FOR carpet cleaned with Blue Lustre.
ADVERTISEMENT
bridge, a club spokesman said. CITY OF MURRAY, KENRent electric shampooer $1. Big
All new people, as well as TUCKY, PROPOSES TO AN- PROPOSALS
Sealed proposals are requested K,Belaire Shopping Center. 013C
members, are urged to attend. NEX
for furnishing all tools, labor,
Dance tickets will go on sale
BE IT ORDAINED BY THE
equipment and
at this meeting to all members COMMON COUNCIL OF THE materials and
VAN-1970,
constructing waterworks im- VOLKSWAGEN
for the Newcomers' Christmas'
in and for the 10,800 BTU air conditioner.
provements
Ball.
Dexter-Almo Heights Water Franklin wood stove. Phone 436010P
District of Calloway County, 5384.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Kentucky.
William E. Moffett of
All work, materials and MURPHY'S CLOSE out prices on
Panorama Shores underwent
I
will be in accordance all 1973 recreational vehicles.
'equipment
surgery at the Murraywith plans, specifications and Example: 27' Fifth Wheel
Calloway County Hospital, on
contract documents on file in the Trailer,6 sleeper, self contained.
Monday. He is in Room 314.
oflice of Orbie Culver, Secretary- 54,330. 20' MotorHome, 6 sleeper,
Treasurer for the Dexter-Almo Chevrolet chassis, self contained
Radio Club To Meet
Heights Water District, Dexter, $7.8.36. These are just two of the
The MSU Amateur Radio
Kentucky. The proposaLs shall be many units that must go. No
Club will hold its monthly
received at that office until 2:00 trade ins at these low, low prices.
meeting Wednesday evening,
p.m. on the 18th day of October, Sale starts Friday September 28.
7:30 p.m. at the Ham Shack,
1973, and then will be publicly Open 7 days a week through
entrance east side of Swam
opened and read.
October.
Hall. Anyone interested in
All proposals must be made on Murphy's Camper Sales 81 SerAmateur Radio is invited to
printed forms which may be vice "Your complete RV
attend.
obtained from the Engineer. The Headquarters" Hwy 62 east,
contract documents may be Dawson Road, Princeton, Ky.
Aer14.00. to VOMP.411,
0 P.ia,r4e
examined at the offtce of Orbte"185:50E.
-October*"
BOO BO MUMUO
Culver, Secretary-Treasurer for
4 Genus of
ACROSS
MIOMOOM U0O1IOM
SEAMLESS
GUTTERS.
maples
Baked
the Dexter-Almo Hei7hts Water
MEI POOMOMM MO
S Genteinee
-1- MuirOmer,- - on enamel finish, guaranteed 30
District,
Dexter,
KentuLky,
or
of
Motor
6
4- High cards
QM MOO @MOO
years. For free detailed estimate
7 Worn with
.8 Actual
COMO OUMM UO0
the
Engineers, Lankford, phone Atkins
wear
12 Anglo-Saxon
Gutter Service,
O0000
CO00 OP
money
8 Edits
Thompson,
Dreessen
&
Dorner, Murray,753-8407 or 7539 Before
000M MOO
13 Walking stick
Inc., 3515 Broadway, Kansas 8992.
14 Great lake
RO MHO MUMOM
10 Ventilate
OctoberlOC
15 Poetic word
City, Missouri 64111.
co MOOR ROOM
11 French plural
16 Produces
article
MOMU 30012 On
Each proposal must be acCompass
pasid
h
C
om
yp,mc
17
9 c
AKC REGISTERED two year old
1
D"
eentieslh image
20
18 M
OU 012ROMUM MO
companied by a proposal
fish
,
'
.
hs
n
Michaic
21 :k
red cocker spaniel. Phone 437MOOOMOI 000000
22 River island
guaranty
consisting
of
a
certified
EIPODE4 011 UllII
4417.
22 One. no matter 24 Teutonic deity
0101'
check, cash or bid bond in. an
C
44 Chickens
36 Pref., down
23 Coin
amount of at least five (5 perT'tpleremice
2
25
6 0p
45 Ireland
37 Fairy
27 Young boy
cent) of the total bid bond in an SALE-A-THON. $100.00 free
27 Crippled
46 Chair
38 Climbing
29 Cravat
28 Matured
device
47 Hit lightly
will be retained by the Water fabric with purchase of the
30 Wander
29 Hindu cymbals 40 More certain
48 A state
31 Symbol for
District until the contract has Golden Touch and Sew by Singer
(abb.)
30 Seed
41 Three toed
silver
sloth
49 Coniunction
32 One in charge
been awarded and executed. with desk console of your choice.
32 Small rug
50 BOW
43 Pronoun
-33 Declare
33 Distress
Checks or -bonds of all bidders, Your local Singer Sewing Center,
signal
except the low three bidders, will Belaire Shopping Center. 011C
34 Title of respect
(abbr.)
be returned withing three days
35 Conwriernorative
after the opening of the bids. FRYING SIZE roosters, $1.00
disk
Checks or bonds of the second each. Phone 489-2171 after 7:00
37 Carpenter's
tool
P.m.
09P
38 Sign of zodiac
FOR SALE
39 Paradise
_ .

Sondra Ford Will
Speak At Luncheon

Crossword Puzzle

NANCY

ZUPCEG1
GIG:U3131,Iff

Vi

DRUG
PRODUCTS

-TV

I

PLEASE-PLEASE --LET IT BE THE
COD-LIVER OIL
AND NOT THE
ORANGE SODA

I I

I
-

T

I

- 1114,0741.- •1110,..../
Is I O.
•11•11 l•

oC4

410.--•

-NI.1.1•
•mop./
••••.•

LIL ABNER
FELLOW RASSUN'PROMOTERSTHAT 411-1Var OCTOPUS PS A
PAILNACEN-SUPPOSE ONE0'
OUR CLEAN 114SONG ATHLETES
GOUGES OUT0NE 0'WS EYES.,

-HE'S GOT THREE LE.FT!!
SA-'I ONE0'OUR BOYS
SNAPS HIS SPINE?-SO
WHAT?-HE'S GOT
ANOTHE-R ONE!!

EVEN IF A EAR IS
IT OFF DoEs TH.
OCTOPUS CARE?-No!!
HE LAUGH"- HE'S
GOT PLENTY 0'EARS
LEFT OVER ,r!

40 Secret agent
41 Cooled lava
42 River in Asia
44 Conceals
47 Erni!
Si Expire
57 CeRtarlY Omni"
53 Short jacket
54 liaiod of Moe
55 Young salmon
56 Communists
57 Soak
DOWN

CAr
,

•

-406014111111111111401101.111/41,110.•

FIRE WOO
0381.

G.E. FtECC
sale. Lay
now. Mo
$18.95-sale
Regt
Mc
$55.95c-salt
V-946, Regt
$47.88. Mc
$79.95-sale
Sales, Hi,
Kentucky.

-pot

DEEP FR
about 6 wet
753-6170.

BASS BO/
Fabuglass,
guard equi
control, Pfl
H.P. Merci
trim, hear
months old

HAMMON1
organ. All
ciser. Phc
pointrnent.
1970 HON
condition.
5:00 p.m.

THREE PC
two years
753-7502.

KEEP C
despite lc
family.- Be
electric st
Auto, home
Shop."

AB DICK
$25.00. 18 1
Johnson;
fiberglass
black vim
$10.00 e,acti

DOUBLE
with two
lever fauo
2200.

MATCHEL
males, 16
$75.00 each
two years
Phone 7534
p.m.

PIANO II
spinet- co,
Reported I
party can
low parr]
Joplin Piar
64801.

USED FIJI
springs, ft
footboard.
753-0612 aft

30" STOV
electric ad(
tape *Yet

SPINET P
753-5523 aft

FORD Olt
fully moun
Good cond
247-58t7 aft

FACTORY
G.M. prod
after 3:30p

LEATHER
$120.00 ne
cellent con
753-6015.

1965 FORE
truck. 1964
Reese trai
cattle rack
Remington
Phone 435-1

ginII MaIII iiiii:111111111111
1111111Liiii11111111111111111111111
111111111111 •MIN

^

oro,

COMPACT
gallon aqua
roller T.V.
carpet, eig
Leonox Cr
sweeper. Ca
4:30.

1 Top of house
2 Region
3 Designated

MEU111111111111
UMW
11114111/Piiii1E111:::.:11/1111
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11111111311111111111gJINN
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Ober by United
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By Owner
SO' x
Metal Building on lot SO' v !69'..L2' a 20'
•
office, I restroom finished, I
unfinished, 3
olterbead doors, ample pilfking. Perfect
for most ;
any buisness. Just a few feet from
4th Street. a.
a.
Street being paved now. Possession 99
a.
days.

Call 753-485J or 753-7244

SERV

FJ1.4N.ITI
Antiques,
YAM of MI
McDaniel,
7499,

CATERPII
Pushing. k
ditches,etc

BEE 9 1473
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IT'S EASY

L.

lers will be
reasonable
that the low
de and will
t.

FOR SALE

SERVICES OFFERED

Just Dial A
Friendly, Experienced
Ad-Visor at ...

TIE
Another View

SERVICES OFFERED

TIMBER-LODGE on 'fenn- FURNITURE stripping (3 x 8
lucky Lake, Route 1, Springville, foot Vats) and complete chair
Tennessee, will build complete caneing service. The Olde Shoppe
.fireplaces, starting at only next to the Dairy Queen. Call 753$695.00. Selection of stones 1240.
November 6C
available. Satisfaction
guaranteed. Phone 901-593ASPHALT Driveways, and
3534.
TFC parking lots sealed, professional
FIRE WOOD for sale. Phone 753finishing. Estimates freely
0381.
010C JOHN'S REPAIR Service. given. Phone collect 247Plumbing-electrical-roofing and 2423.
November 6P
G.E. RECORD player and stereo carpentry. Phone 753-5897 days or
sale. Lay away for Christmas 753-7625 nights.
TFC COMPLETE BOOKEEPING
now Model V-211, Regular
$18.95-sale price $16.88. Model FOR ALL ;our additions- Service if you feel you need a
bookkeeper but your business-it
V-639, Regular $34.86-esale price remodeling, residential or
not large enough to employ a
$24.88. Model V-936, Regular commercial. New or old. Free
rperson call us. Expel iented in all
455.95-sale price 244.88. Model estimates. Call 753-6123.
TFC phases of bookkeeping, pay rolls,
V-946, Regular $59.9S-sale price
taxes and etc. Also a complete
$47.88. Model T-361, Regular B.C. CONSTRUCTION. Complete
line of typing services. Free pick
$79.95-sale price $59.88. Roby basements, foundations, patios,
up and delivery if desired. Call
Sales, Highway 68, Benton, sidewalks, driveways, retaining
Nov.5C
753-0605.
Kentucky.
November2C walls, etc. Septic tank installations, 437-4734 or 437ROY'S LOCKSMITH Service.
DEEP FREEZE-Ainana, used 4765.
• October23C Phone Paris,642-6551.
TFC
about 6 weeks, 1973 model. Phone
011P TIMBER-LODGE of Tenn753-6170.
A BUSINESS without a sign is a
lucky lake, Route 1, Springville, sign of no
business. Hanna Sign
BASS BOAT, 1973 yellow, ler Tennessee will do your stone
Company,753-8346.
TFC
Fabuglass, hi-rise seats, coast work. Large selections of stone.
guard equipped, heavy duty foot Phone 901-5933534.
TEC
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
control, Pfluger trolling motor,65
H.P. Mercury motor with power WILL DO housekeeping. Phone 160 ACRES,one mile from Cadiz,
011C Kentucky, l'.2 miles from
thin, heavy duty, Roco trailer, 6 753-7694.
months old. Phone 753-7553. 015C
Barkley Lake. Paved road, city
JERRY'S REFINISHING & water. $300.00 per acre. Phone
HAMMOND ELECTRIC chord Custom
011C
Built Furniture, 6 miles 753-9850 evenings.
organ. Also electric belt exer- South of Murray
on Hwy. 641. "WIDE LOTS on U.S. 641, south of
ciser. Phone 753-1602 for ap- Jerry McCoy,
owner. (502) 492- Murray, for your new home or
011C 8837.
pointment.
TFC mobile home. Call owner 7530774
023C
1970 HONDA 350cc, excellent
condition. Phone 753-0991 after LICENSED ELECTRICIAN.
011C Having trouble getting those odd COUNTRY LOTS, extra large.,
5:00p.m.
jobs done? Free estimate. No job Restricted, water. $3500.00.
Phone Sam Harris 753/2° snall• Phone 753gentle
one
two
PONYS:
THREE
6605
'
October24C 8061.
October 19C
two years old not broken. Phone
011C
753-7502.
FURNITURE stripping 13 x 8 BARKLEY LAKE front lot, next,
to bridge, paved street, city
KEEP CARPETS beautiful foot Vats) and complete chair
water, must sacrifice at $5200.00.
despite footsteps of a busy caning service. The Olde Shoppe
Call 762-2557
013C
family.- Buy Blue Lustre. Rent next to the Dairy Queen. Call 753November 6C
electric shampooer $1. Western 8240.
KENIANA
SHORES-Large
Auto, home of "Wishing Well Gift
wooded lots for $25 down & $25
011C FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank per
month-MI utilities including
Installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC water-Lake access-All weather
AB DICK electric mimeograph,
streets. 'Phone 436-5320 or 436$25.00. 18 H.P. Johnson; 5 H.P. 'BULLDOZER WORK; trucking,
2473.
October 27C
Johnson; trolling motor; 16' also bank gravel, fill dirt and
fiberglass boat, 2 bucket seats, topsoil. Phone Hardin, 354-8138, LARGE SHADY lot, located
black vinyl for GTO Pontiac. or354-8161,afler5:OOp.m. TFC corner of Lynn •Grove Whiney
$10.00 each. Phone 753-4884. 011C
and Johnny Robertson Road.
CARPETS PROFESSIONALLY Phone 753-5671 days or 753.3430
DOUBLE SINKS, stainless steel steam cleaned. Phone Carpet nights.
011C
with two strainers and single Master 489-2504.
TFC
lever faucet, $15.00. Phone 436COMMERCfAL OR subdivision
2200.
011C KELLY'S TERMITE and Pest land. 215' Highway 641 x 907.5' old
Control, phone 753-3914 100 South Alm° Road. We are pleased to
MATCHED PAIR English setter '13th Street, "Every day you offer this property for sale as the
males, 16 months old FDSB), delay lets bugs have their
exclusive real estate agents. For
$75.00 each. Irish setter, female, way."
full information please phonetwo years old AKC ), $50.03.
Wally Buchanan, Associate
Phone 753-7585 after 6:00
LYNN'WARNER, backhoe and Mickey McGuire Realtor, 2601
p.m.
011P gravel. Phone 474Bridge Street, Paducah, Ken7713.
October29C tucky 442-8223, 442-2671,554PIANO IN Storage-Beautiful
1736.
011C
spinet- console stored locally. DOZER
SERVICE D.6 caterReported like new. Responsible pillar. Phone
753-9007.
October FOUR ROOM house with running
party can take at big saving on
water, on two acres of land, with
19C
low payment balance. Write
some outbuildings. Two miles
Joplin Piano Co., Joplin, Missouri WILL CUT and top trees. For fall east of old Almo. See Retna Hill
011C clean up in town call 7534265 at Route 1 Dexter, Ken64801.
after 3:30 pin.
011C
011C tucky.
USED FULL sized bed, mattress
springs, frame, headboard and SCARBOROUGH PLUMING di
footboard. Fair condition. Phone Electric Complete pump repair WANTED TO RENT
753-0612 after 5:00 p.m.
011NC service. Let us check your old
pump for you before you buy a WANT TO RENT 50 to 100 acres
30" AOYE, apartment size; new one. 24 hour emergency of tendable land. Phone 753-4770
electric adding machine. Also car service. Phone 753or after 6:00 p.m. 436-5812. 011C
tape player. Phone 753-6200. 011C 5543.

iwer
S26-02&9('

e. Phone 753012P
T1 Ossa 250.
racing. Must
09P 3 -7
beds, good
y's clothing,
217 after 4:00
09C
w going on
%ger Sewing
the Belaire
09C
no soil at all,
with Blue
shampooer
arket, Five
013C

PING stones
wish blocks.
"ompany, 104
010C

'ORY fresh
a for all make
Drugs. 010C
to $14.95. Any
klerS. Atomic
4th. Murray
November 5C
h. Chihuahua
Atz, tiny toy
ts, fish and
October 11C

1968 Shelby,
Ims, separate
I heat and air,
arge lot with
>hone 753-0885
010C

JILDING,
carports and
the time to
1layfield, 247013C

torcycle, 1972
cycle. Phone ,
09C .

•om soil is the
Blue Lustre.
pooer $1. Big
Center. 013C

VAN-1970,
conditioner.
v. Phone 436010P

E out prices on
mai vehicles.
Fifth Wheel
;elf contained me,6 sleeper,
self contained
ust two of the
must go. No
nv. low prices.
September 28.
week through

IRS. Baked. A T.)
guaranteed
ailed estimate
tter Service,
753OctoberlOC

NOTICE

NOTICE

MONDAY an • WEDNESDAY

COUNTRY HAM,,SAUSAGE
or STEAK

))
J

Kentucky's Largest Biscuits
HALF PRICE Monday and Wednesday 25;
ea.
- ON SOME OF

"TAKE ALONG A SACKFUL"
7itore4-A-Lo.f-0 Good Food..at

INN"
10-9
N-0-T-I-C-E

CATFISH NIGHT

Portable Welding Service
Arc Welding & Repair
Quality Work
Phone 753 1729
After 8:00 a.m.
'.ernon Nance Owner

FOR RENT

FOR RENT

TONIGHT is

NANCE

WATERGATE MS KEPT U5 Or+ 11-4E FRONIT
PA6E LATELY, BUT AE PROFESSIONALS
ARE STILL AROUND."

•

rtEC1EVE FREE service or
inspection on any type of vacuum
by calling Mike Hutchens or Bob
Byar at your local Kirby Vacuum
Office, 500 Maple Street, 753-0359
day or night
October10C

ALL YOU CAN EAT
For the Regular Menu Price
of our Large Dinner

'255
There's A Lot o Good Food at
The

TRIANGLE INN
753-4953

•

Discount Carpet Center

South 4th Street
Murray, Ky.
•
(In Old Ice Plant Building)
Phone 753-6660 Mr. Joe Smith, Owner Home Phone 753-6121
Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-6:00 p.m.
Saturday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
Closed Sundays
Thousands and Thousands of Yards of Carpet
2.99 sq. yd
Commercial Carpet
'3.99 Sq Yd
Kitchen Prints
$3.99 sq. yd
Sculpture Nylon

'

Rubber Back & Jute Shag '299-'399-$5" sq. yd.

GO TO THE COLLEGE SHOP

We Invite All Builders To Come By and See Our New
Sales Room
- WE HAVE FHA CARPET APPROVAL -

Formal Wear Headquarters
OVER 600 IN STOCK

No Waiting

BUSINESS OPPORTUNTTY

Tuxedo Rental

EXCELLENT
OPPORTUNITY
Need two or three good
men or women who have a
sincere desire to enter the
sales field. Exclusive
territories open in this area
and throughout the state.

by

THE
COLLEGE SHOP

BiaiPJAERICARO

This is not an insurance
position and there is no
financial investment
required Positions are
with a highly respected 17year-old company.

(Across from MSU Library)
214 No. 15th Street
Phone 753-3242

•••••••••••••••••••••s
•
•
•
-FOR RENT •
•
•

Sales & Serimplete RV
Iwy 62 east,
rinceton,

75119

NOTICE

COMPACT VACUUM cleaner, 10
gallon aquarium and accessories,
roller T.V. cart, 9 by 10 gold
carpet, eight place setting of
Leonox China, Lambert lawn
sweeper. Call 753-6183 after
4:30.
09C

HEIGHTS

No previous sales experience is necessary.
Those chosen will receive
expert training. You most
have an automobile and be
free to travel county wide,
full time. We require
mature individuals with
good reputations and good
work backgrounds. Earnings your first year should
be'in excess of $12,500.

INSURANCE!! HOMEOWNERS, farmowners, mobile
CORVETTE COUPE-197 1, homes, automobiles, low rates,
white with brown interior, excellent claim service. See us
automatic transmission, good before you buy. Galloway InUrea, power brakes, air, 23,000 surance & Realty, phone 753October25C
miles. Phone 354-6546 after 4:00 5842.
AUTOS ['OR SALE

p.m.

011P

DODGE&1969 pickup, automatic
6, in warranty. Been used as a
car. $1750.00. Phone Sam Harris,
753-8061.
012C
1969 PONTIAC Catalina, 4 door
sedan with air conditioning,
63,000 miles, $850. 489-2187. 09C
MERCURY MONTERAY-1967
Good condition. New tires. Phone
753-1979 or see at 506 North 2nd
Street.
010P

T.L Asphalt Paving
-Driveways -Parking areas
Repairs
Phone 247-7241 anytime
All work guaranteed, free
esfiliptes.

ADVERTISING
DEADLINES
All display ads, classified
display
and
regular
display, must be submitted
by 12 noon, the day before
blication.
All reader classifieds
ust be submitted by 4
4..m. the
day before!
tpublication.
Ats••••••••••••••••4

SPINET PIANO, $300.00. Phone
IN MEMORY
WILL DO trash and brush
753-5523 after 3:00 p.m.
015C
hauling. Reasonable rates. Phone
In loving memory of one we
CHEVROLET CAPRICE-1967,
753-6130.
TFC
FORD ONE row corn picker,
loved, Edison Moore, Jr., who
four door hardtop, air, all power,
fully nteunted type, six years old. CERAMIC TILE repair work. was killed in a car wreck two
radio, vinyl top, Phone 753-6235
Good condition. Phone Mayfield Repair or remodeling, also years ago October 9, 1971.
after 5:30p.m.
015C
after frIX/p.m.
01W 'Shower doors and tub enclosures. It's a lonesome world today
CAMARO-1967, 327 automatic,
Call 474-2263.
November IOC without you, and sad has been the
0
FACTORY AM-FM car radio for
way of life and home is not the
blaci with red interior. $850.00.
G.M. products. Phone 753-5942
same for us since you went away.
Phone 753-3335 after 5:00
after 3:30p.m.
015P R di R ASPHALT Paving Quality But in our thoughts we like to stay
p.m.
011C
work guaranteed. Business and
Please include full name,
MUSIC
back along the road that heads us
•
age, address and telephone
LEATHER COAT, dark brown residential. Free estimates. back to yesterdays, to live again•
VOLKSWAGEN
BUS-1970,
in first letter. Personal
$120.00 new. Now $75.00. Ex- Phone day or night Mayfield 247- in our memory of the happy days 0
$1975.00. Phone 753-7295 after 5:00
DRUM LESSONS, for further
TFC that used to be for you and us.
• interviews will be arranged p.m.
cellent condition. Size 14. Phone 7201.
015C
Would
be
ideal
for
Clothing
information phone 489-2690, if no
Shop, Photo Shop
in your home town. All
011C CATTLEMEN-HOG producers. Memories of the one we loved•
753-6015.
,answer
phone 7534213-both after
replies
kept
confidential.
Rhodes Feed Mill will store your still cast a gentle glow to grace•or other small business.
•
PONTIAC LEMANS-1967, 326
5p.m.
010NC
1965 FORD, 350 bean and cattle gain, any amount, shell corn or our days and light our pathways
engine,
automatic
in
floor,
• WRITE: P.O.
Box
32-F,
truck. 1964 two door sedan, Ford. ear corn,for your convenience in wherever we may go.
Craiger maga, new white letter
%•••••••••••••••••••••P
MUSIC LESSONS, band inMurray, Ky. 42071.
Reese trailer hitch, model 1150, making feed. Phone Rhodes Feed Missed each day and night by
tires. Phone 753-7502.
011C struments, piano.,
guitar,
cattle rack for 34 ton truck. One Mill, Cuba, Kentucky 382-2593 for mother, father, wife and children THREE BEDROOM house. NEW MOBILE home two
beginner violin. Phone 753bedrooms,
all
carpeted,
gas
electric,
floor
furnace.
carpeted.
October9C and loved ones.
Remington chain saw, like new. more information.
ITC
PEST CONTROL
November 8C
1470.
utility with washer and dryer 850.00 deposit, $125.03 month, DISTRIBUTOR WANTED to
Phone 435-4483.
011C
CEMENT
CONSTRUCTIONhook up, air conditioning, $125.00 water furnished. Phone 753-2377 service "Walt Disney Products" FOR THE best in pest control
porches, patios, driveways and
WANTED TO RENT
per month. Deposit required. 0r753-892l.
011C accounts. High earnings! Income service and termite control call PIANO
TUNING-repairgarages. 20 years experience.
over $1,000 per month possible! Superior Exterminating Com-- rebuilding. Prompt. expert serPhone 753-2376 after 5:00
Montgomery Mud
TWO BEDROOM mobile home
Phone Lee Childress, 753TFC vice Rebuilt pianos for sale. Ben
p.m.
011C THREE ROOM Trailer, 10' wide, Inventory necessary $3,300 to pany. 753-7266.
1203 Chestnut
6170.
017P with electric heat. Located on the
Two bedrooms, added on. 2 miles start! Call collect Mr. Penn (214)
W. Dyer, Murray, Kentucky.
Sale, Wednesday °nit
Stella-Kirksey Highway. Phone
016P
MUSIC
TFC
10 percent 041 all Returned
Phone 753-8911,
FURNISHED APARTMENT. from Almo $40.00. Call 753-6020. 243-1981.
753-6636.
GUTTERING RY Sears. Sears
Goods
Also 8' wide trailer at Hardin
00
Unfurnished
00.
$120
$140
09C
HAVE
YOUR
own
business
now!
Open till 7 00 P
seamless gutters, installed per
Located at Embassy Apart- with boat on 20' living room. No firuincial risk. Great potential
your speCifications. Call Larry
011P working
ments. Available now. Phone 753- $30.00.
part time. Phone 753Lyles at 753-2310 for free
November 80'
4331.
SERVICES OFFERED
1470.
October I7C
TFC
estimate.
RENT
FOR
TWO
home,
BEDROOM
on
lake,
WANT TO BUY
FURNITURE STRIPPING di . . .
New Mobile Home
APARTMENTS AND hill size
-Aererclion
-valet %ribbed.'Phone 7534055 or /13Antiques, The Barn, 5 miles ADVERT‘i!! HANNA Sign
mobile homes. Riviera Courts,
MAK TO buy a small farm with
2 bedroom, carpeted, all'
-Guitar
-Banjo
RM.
Welt of Murray en Hwy. 94. Dan Oampimy, 407 South 4th Street.
U.S.641 North
*MC
winout
-house. Call 7tr2- •
electric, water furnished
-*limpet
McDaniel, owner. 75317C
October
Phone 753-8346.
2557.
031C
$56 deposit
SMALL THREE bedroom house,
7499
November 6C
Pridessiseal Teachers for all Instruments
8125 per month
air
electrie-and
furnished.
All
FURNISHED
OR
unfurnished
ROY HARMON finish carpenter.
WANT TO BUY July 16 and July
75$4981
At Panorama 17 copies of the Ledger & Times.
two bedroom apartment, central conditioned
CATERPILLAR 477 loader, tree Custom building and remodeling.
heat and air, wall to wall carpet Shores. $10000 per month. Please bring by the Ledger &
pushing, fence row, stumps and Houses trimmed:formica tops
Deposit required. Phone 435-6285 Times Office, 103 North 401
work- CLEAN UP shop at Midway. Available now. Phone 753doors -Quality
and
ditches, etc. Phone 753Dixieland -753-754-Murray
013N(kstreei
OctoberlOC 4331.
. October9C after6:00p.m
TFC Phone 753-53111
manship Phone 753-0790.
TFNC
October I9C

!CLOTHING STORE•
•
•
Modern
Fixtures
With
•
•
•

1415 Main Street
Inquire at Corvette Lanes

•
•

•

D two year old
I. Phone 437010F

$100.00 free
.hase of the
Sew by Singer
if your choice.
;ewing Center,
enter. 011C

•oosters, $1.00
171 after 7:00
09P

/2' x 20'
ished, 3
for most
I Street.
days.

To Place Your
Ledger & Times...
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Victim Says Witnesses I Deaths and Funerals Private Detectives Set To
Have Called, Apologized Graire“ites-To HerbertLiiiiits. Testify At Senate Hearings
Se On Wednesday Dies Monday -At
For Not Helping Last Week For Mrs. Anderson Murray Hospital

Caring For Infants
Course Planned By
Vocational School

The Murray Board ._ of
Education, in conjunction with
the Bureau of Vocational
Education, Murray State
University, and the Child
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP)- A ton school Oct. 1 threatened to
Welfare Department, will offer
Lexington
woman abducted last kill her and forced her to drive
for
a six week course in caring
federal prisoners them to her home where they
two
week
by
infants.
several bound her and her children,
Since day-care children spend .says she has received
per- then fled in her car.
from
apologies
telephone
horrs
in
most of their waking
Mrs. Ewalt said she "fought
abducthe
witnessed
who
sons
centers, the kind' erf care they
her aid. and honked my horn and kickreceive is of utmost im- tion-but didn't come to
"They said they didn't know ed and put on the brakes and
portance, and this course should
why
they didn't help," said screamed for about five minhelp those persons working with
They utes" when the men apinfants to make day-care Mrs. Geraldine Ewalt.
They proached her at the school.
scared.
weren't
said
they
for
meaningful
centers more
"Somebody could have pulled
help."
didn't
just
children and more satisfying for
The escapees charged with their car in the way or thrown
parents and staff members,
abducting her-Wilmer E. Scott, a book at them or done someschool officials said.
35,
of Chattanooga, Tenn., and thing," she said. "There was a
The class will begin ThurSloan, 24, of Louisville- young man right next to me
William
_dm _October 11, at 7:00 p.m.
charged with six and a woman standing next to
been
Alive
Thursday
meet
On
will
and
murders,
three
at Lexington the car. I looked at both of
nights from 7:00 until 9:00 p.m.
Falmouth, Ky., the their faces and they were look.at the Child development Center and three at
ing right at me and I pleaded
abduction.
on the Murray State University night of the
who
men
with them to help."
the
said
Ewalt
Mrs.
to
campus. The class is open
was
After her captors took her to
kindergarten and Head-Start abducted her while she
Lexing- her home, she said they threatteachers, day-care center waiting in her car at a
ened to kill her and rape her
workers and operators, and
daughters.
anyone else interested in
She said they told her: "After
learning more about children.
we rape them, we'll cut them
Mrs. Geneva Giles will be the
up so no one will know what
,.teacher.
they are."
There will be no charge for
A one-day consultative and
Although the family was tied
the course. Anyone interested in diagnostic heart clinic for
telephone wires, Mrs.
with
enrolling should be present for medically indigent children will
Ewalt said the abductors
the first meeting on Thursday, be held in the Graves County
missed a third phone in the
October 11, officials said.
Health Department, Mayfield,
home that was used to call poon Friday, October 26. This
after her daughter used her
clinic will serve patients from lice
teeth
to untie her son's hands.
Ballard, Calloway, Carlisle,
She
said her daughter had enFulton. Graves, Hickman,
(C,emamed free Page
School,
Livingston, Marshall and rolled. at the Sayre
where Mrs. Ewalt was abHomecoming football game. McCracken Cotuities.
darted, for the first time only a
This also is the team which
Dr. Kareem Minhas, Director
weeks earlier.
participated in the first game of the Kentucky Children's few
played in Carlisle Cutchin Heart Clinic, Children's
She said the person first who
Stadium when it was completed Hospital, Louisville, and other
had talked with her daughter
almost 50 years ago.
physicians from the University
From 11 a.m.' through 12:30 of Louisville School of Medicine, on orientation day was Francene Barnes, one of two chilp.m., the bountiful alumni will conduct the clinic.
dren who were killed along
smorgasbord luncheon will be
Co-sponsored by the Kenserved in the ballroom of the tucky Heart Association, the with their father, the Rev. John
Waterfield Student Union Kentucky State Department of K. Barnes, shortly after the
men left Mrs. Ewalt's home.
Building.
Health and the County Health
"If somebody would have
At 2 p.m., following pre-game Departments, the
clinic
ceremonies, the football Racers provides a diagnostic service done something to prevent the
will meet the Colonels of for the patient, along with escape or help me, those six
Eastern Kentucky University, a recommendation for treatment people would be alive today,"
team they have beaten two and management of the case. It Mrs. Ewalt said.
years in a row, on the artificial also provides an opportunity
turf of Stewart Stadium in a key for the referring physician to
Ohio Valley Conference game. consult with the clinician
A new Homecoming Queen regarding his patient.
also will be crowned during the
The Junior Class of South
Necessary expenses of the
afternoon's ceremonies.
clinic are being underwritten by Marshall High School will
Immediately following the the Kentucky Heart Association present a play, "The Skeletal
football game, Dr. Constantine and the State Health Depart- Walks," a mystery comedy in
Curtis, Murray's new sixth ment. Clinic personnel and three acts, on Thursday, Ocpresident, will receive alumni equipment will be provided by tober 11, at 7:30 pin.
and guests at an open house at the Graves County Health
Directors of the play said it is
-Oakhurst," the president's Department as well as the State situated on a small, isolated
campus home.
Health Department and goe island with only one bridge
Then the big weekend will Kentucky Heart Association. connecting it with the mainland.
come to a close Saturday
Only those indigent children
Admission will be one dollar
evening with the Ike and Tina who have a written referral for adults and 75 cents for
Turner
Revue
in
the from a physician will be ad- students. Advance tickets may
Eieldhouse, starting at 7 p.m. mitted to the clinic.
be purchased from any member
of the Junior Class.

Heart Clinic To
Be Held On Friday

Homecoming..

Junior Class To Have
Play Thursday Night

Purchase Area
Hog Market

* Earn More - Deposit Now *

Service October 9, 1973
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
Market Report Includes 9
Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 851 Est. 670
Barrows and Gilts fully steady
Sows steady
US 1-2 200-230 lbs., 41.75-42.00
US 1-3 200-240 lbs., 41.25-41.75
US 2-4 240-260 lbs., 0.75-41.25
US 3-4 260-280 lbs., 40.25-40.75
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs., 37.00-37,50
US 1-3 350-650 lbs., 36.00-37.00
US 2-3 450-650 lbs., 35.00-38.00
Boars 31.50-33.50

3 %
.

21
/
2 Year Certificates
$10,000 Minimum

Graveside rites NU/El.
Marion I. Anderson will be
conducted by Dr. James A.
Fisher, Sr., on Wednesday at
ten a.m. at the Murray City
Cemetery.
,Friends may call at the J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home after
six p.m. tonight ( Tuesday).
Mrs. Anderson, age 60, died
Thursday at her -home at 13739
Third Street, Highland Park,
Mich. She is the daughter of the
late Marion T. Benedict and
Lila Belle Brooks Benedict of
Clinton.
Survivors are two sisters,
Mrs. Loren (Georgia) Adams of
317 South 13th Street, Murray,
and Mrs. Judith Benedict of
Palo Alto,California; one niece,
Mrs. Nancy Grimes of WinstonSalem, N.C.

Elzie C. Lovett
Dies Sunday At
Local Hospital
Funeral services for Elzie C.
Lovett of Hardin Route One will
be held today at two p.m. at the
chapel of the Filbeck and Cann
Funeral Home, Benton, with
Bro. John L. Hicks officiating.
Burial will be in the North
Olive Cemetery in Marshall
County.
Mr. Lovett, age 78, a retired
farmer, died Sunday at 10:05
am. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. He was a
member of the Hardin Church
of Christ.

Herbert J. Hargis of 711 Riley
Court, Murray, died Monday at
6:30 p.m. at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital,
where he had been a patient for
two weeks.
The deceased was 76 years of
age and a member of the
Seventh and Poplar Church of
Christ. A retired farmer from
the Kirksey area, he was born
June 11, 1897, and was the son of
the lateMorris Hargis and
Anna Henson Hargis.
Mr. Hargis and his wife, Mrs.
Trudie Tidwell Hargis, who
survives, were married May 19,
1917.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Hargis, 711 Riley Court,
Murray; two daughters, Mrs.
Brooks (Willie Mae) Edagg of
Lone Oak and Mrs. Loman
Betty) Nelson of Detroit,
Mich.; two sons, Cecil Franklin
Hargis of Kirksey Route One
and James Hargis of 1303
Overbey Street, Murray; two
sisters, Mrs. Chris (Maude)
Fisher of Los Angeles, Calif.,
and Mrs. James (Mary Helen)
Simpson of Cleveland, Ohio;
two brothers, Raymond Hargis
of Los Angeles, Calif., and
Gilbert Hargis of Cleveland,
Ohio; six grandchildren; twelve
great grandchildren.
Funeral services will be held
Wednesday at two p.m. at the
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home with Bro. John
Dale and Bro. C,onnie Wyatt
officiating.
Pallbearers will be Charles
Tidwell, Joe Nelson, Ralph
Darnell, Gary Stagg, Daryl
Stagg, and Donnie Medley.
Burial will be in the Murray
Memorial Gardens.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.

Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Ina Lovett of Hardin Route
One; two sons, John Ed Lovett
and Glenn D. Lovett of Hardin
Route One; three sisters, Mrs.
Pearl Holley and Mrs. Mary
Bard, both of Benton, and Mrs.
Dora Edwards of Paducah; one
brother, Joe Lovett of Benton;
two grandchildren, Larry
Mrs. Flora Hale of 403 Elm
Lovett of Almo Route One and Street, Murray, died this
Mrs. Janice Woods of Benton. morning at 5:25 at the Westview
Nursing Home. She was 84
years of age.
The deceased was the wife of
Harley W. Hale who died
September 8, 1989. A member of
the Palestine United Methodist
Church,she was born February
The Murray-Calloway County 11, 1889, in Calloway County.
Retired Teachers Association
Mrs. Hale is survived by five
will join with other groups in a daughters, Mrs. Henry (Tiny)
meeting at the First District Pierce of Paris, Tenn., Mrs.
Education Association on Hawley (Veida) Bucy of Hazel
Friday, October 12, at nine a.m. Route Two, Mrs. Roy (Inez)
in Room 208 of Faculty Hall, Harmon of Sycamore Street,
Murray State University.
Murray, Mrs. Rex (Daisy)
Mrs. Margaret Wetherell, Billington of South 16th Street,
Mrs. Joe
Louisville, president of the Murray and
Kentucky Retired Teachers (Kathleen) Smith of Minerva
Association, and Ted Crosth- Place, Murray; four sons, Elvie
wait, executive secretary of the Hale and Hollis Hale, both of
Kentucky Teachers Retirement Murray Route Eight, Alvin Hale
System, will be the speakers. of Dexter, and Jess Hale of
Hazel Route Two; 27 grandThe proposed constitution will children; 39 great grandbe presented at the meeting. children;
one great great
Persons are urged to attend to grandchild.
make known their views and
One son, Liburn Hale,
concerning the
wishes
preceded his mother in death
organization. New officers will on October 9, 1970.
be elected.
Funeral arrangements are
All retired teachers, whether Incomplete but friends may call
Blalock-Coleman
the
members of the organization or at
not, are urged to attend, a Funeral Home after three p.m.
today (Tuesday).
spokesman said.

Mrs. Flora Hale
Dies This Morning
At Westview Home

Retired Teachers
To Meet On Friday

0

Notice of Meeting

2-Year Certificates 1-Year Certificates
$1,000 Minimum
$5,000 Minimum
IIIMIIIMIIIn

The 32nd annual membership meeting of the Calloway County Soil
Improvement Association, Inc., of Murray, Ky. will be held on Saturday,

Tretobe. v.- 2o, 1973

- •

The meeting will be held at the association warehouse. This will be an
open house type meeting, from 900 a.m. to 1200
noon. Refreshments
.
will be served to all who attend.

2
%
17

Three Directors are to be elected to serve a three year term on the

90-Day Extra Earning Passbooks
No Minimum

Board of Directors.

"

was picked as
WASHINGTON (AP) Two Eagleton
private detectives reported to McGovern's running mate.
The Louisville Courier Jourhave been Nixon campaign
spies planted in Democratic nal, in today's editions, quoted
camps were scheduled to testi- sources close to the Watergate
saying
as
fy before the Senate Watergate investigation
committee today as the panel McMinoway admitted trying to
resumed its hearings on politi- sabotage Humphrey's Pennsylcal dirty tricks.
-'88urunoned to testify at a
morning session was Michael
W. McMinoway, a 26-year-old
Louisville, Ky., investigator
identified in news reports as
Deborah K. Bolls and Scott L.
Sedan Chair 2.
Verway, both of Murray, have
McMinoway, 26, is a former enlisted in the U.S. Navy's 180president of the Young Republi- day delay program and are
can Club at Murray State Uni- scheduled to report for recruit
versity, and subsequently a pri- training at a later date, acvate detective in Louisville. - - cording to Chief Charles Swartz.
He is now in the insurance of the Paducah Recruiting
Office.
business in Louisville.
Also enlisting in the same
Previous testimony has established that Sedan Chair 2 was program were Noel E. Johnson
the code-name of a spy who in- of Marion, Gale Hawkins of
filtrated Sen. Hubert H. Mayfield, and Herman R.
Humphrey's campaign organ- Candada, Jr., of Water Valley.
Area men now in recruit
ization when the Minnesota
Democrat was seeking the 1972 training at the Naval Recruit
Training Center at Great Lakes,
presidential nomination.
are Milton C. Allen, Danny
The St. Louis Post-Dispatch
said McMinoway worked in R. Burkeen, and Tommy
Humphrey's Pennsylvania and Richardson, all of Benton,
California primary campaigns, Phillip Baker of Grand Rivers,
as well as in the presidential John Bridges of Kuttawa, Gary
campaign of Sen. George Ray of Mayfield, Billy W.
McGovern, D-S.D. The news- Humphrey and Mark May, both
paper also said he posed as a of Paducah.
William H. Durham of Benton
volunteer security agent at the
Democratic National Con- is now in training in San Diego,
overheard Calif., and Cameron D. Brewer
and
vention
McGovern's campaign director of Paducah has re-enlisted and
discussing the health of Sen. been transferred to Norfolk,
Thomas F. Eagleton before Va., awaiting orders.

Two Local Petsoris
Enlist In Navy

'We are a little lite on holding our meeting this year, due to cirmy control.
cum!Wheel;

beyond

rr;

Murray Branch- -

This is your business and your meeting. Come and take part in it.

FEDERAL SAVINGS & LOAN
I
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Calloway COUJIty
Improvement Assoc., Inc.

76 & Main
Phone
753-7921
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$20 refund on
this Frigidaire
Washer/Dryer
pair.
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Frigidaire Clean-Up Combination:
Jet Action Washer;
Flowing Heat Dryer; cash refund.
For big family loads — washes 1 piece to 18 pounds. Delicates to
denims get deep-cleaning yet gentle washing action. Permanent
Press, Regular, and Soak cycles; 4 water temperature
combinations: 2 agitate-spin speed combinations. Flowing Heat
Dryer handles up to a full 18-pound load ... yet is only 27"
wide, Automatic cool-down period. No-Heat cycle for air fluffing.

FRIGIDAIRE CLEAN UP OFFER
Buy a Frie.daire Laundry Pa,r (4C031 Wash*, and any Dryer). a Frigidaire Laundry
Center 11C3-1 or 1C13-1101. or the Fnoidaire INALAw (WC031) between Soot 13
and Oct se Hall th,s coupon, wall a copy of your Sal.. she to the oddress shown
birow
castrearked no later than mnanrcyht. Monday. Oct IS, 1973
and
Fngtdaire e.14 mail you a check for $20. StS. or SIO as indlcated below

MO completed coupon end sales slip to: Frigidaire Clean Up Otter. P.O.
Boo 140A. Detroit, 'dictation 411232.

SE]
The
Murri
pear
write
out ol

1 J $10 cash C$15 cash CI$20 cash
Frigld•We WC037 0•10w

Prizes will be awarded to the lucky ticket holders, and a small prize for
attendance. -

all

toun

Clean Up With Frigidaire.

LC3-1 arc.,

A statement of the 1972 operation will be given to each voting member.

,
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VaIlia camtaign mailings by
keeping 6,000 pieces of literature from being sent out.
McMinoway also was reported to have told investigators he
used Humphrey telephone lists
to call voters and urge they
cast their primary ballots for
Sen. Henry Jackson of Washington, another Democratic
presidential hopeful, the Courier Journal said.
Robert Reisner, an aide to
Nixon re-election committee
deputy Jeb Stuart Magruder,
testified that Sedan Chair 2 was
paid $1,000 a month for six to
nine months by the Nixon campaign organization.
Gordon C. Strachen, an aide
to fOrther presidential chief of
staff H.R. Haldeman, told the
committee he found Sedan
Chair 2 reports in Haldeman's
files after the Watergate breakin and destroyed them because
he believed they were summaries of illegal wiretaps.
McMinoway was to be followed in the witness chair by John
Buckley, another private investigator identified by Watergate
conspirator E. Howard Hunt as
the man Hunt knew as "Fat
Jack."
Hunt said G. Gordon Liddy
sent him to meet Fat Jack who
turned over "photographically
stolen" documents from the
Washington campaign headquarters of Rep.- Edmund S.
Muskie, D-Maine. Hunt altio
said he gave Fat Jack cash to
pay for having the materials
Photographed.

(Pitsase chock apt:Vocable boa/

Address

CRY

State
Z,C1
prohiboled..
0040 COup0A must be rec•.eed no late, than November
1973 Oiler void whore
lased or restricted by la. Allow
aporoumaltary 30 days after ,eCerot of coupon at Fnoidair•
to, delivery of check

FRIGIDAIRE b

Pal
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'show
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'show

Just at the time of year when you're looking for washday capacity and fabric care,
Frigidaire is making it easier than ever to get. To prove it, just check the coupon
above and see how you can get a.,S10. t15 Or $20 re/and-from frigicieimavhan you
buy a.depandable Frigidaire Washer, Laundry Center or Washer/Dryer pair.

ttrd-Elkins -

Court Square, Murrqy

Phone

.......wwwwWwWWWwmftw.g.
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